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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION TO THE THESIS
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1. OVARIAN CANCER.

Ovarian cancer is one of the leading causes of cancer death in women in the

western world. Most ovarian cancers in the western world are of the epithelial

type whereas other malignant ovarian tumors are of germ cell and

sex-cord-stroma type (1)). This thesis concerns malignant epithelial ovarian

cancer unless otherwise stated. The International Federation of Gynecology and

Obstetrics (FIGO) staging system for ovarian cancer distinguishes the following

stages: I ovarian, II pelvic, III peritoneal or coelomic and IV metastatic

disease. The five year survival rate is 66% for stage I, 45% for stage II, 13%

for stage III and 4% for stage IV. ;

Ovarian cancer is difficult to diagnose and monitor clinically.

Consequently the majority of patients have advanced disease (FIGO stage III or

IV) at the time of diagnosis (2). Unfortunately, such patients can rarely be

cured, despite aggressive combined modality treatment. Attempts to salvage

patients who have failed primary chemotherapy with either second line 'j

chemotherapy or radiotherapy have been extremely unsuccessful and often fraught •;

with severe morbidity (3,4). Since ovarian cancer usually remains

intraperitoneally and rarely disseminates to distant body sites (even after

failure of first or second line therapy) (5) attempts at salvage therapy have

focussed on an intraperitoneal approach. To date, this approach has employed

both radioactive isotopes (6,7) and chemotherapy (8), neither of which has

shown any more than short-term palliative benefit.

Given the difficulties in detecting, monitoring and treating ovarian

carcinoma, there is continued interest in the application of immunological /

techniques for the management of this disease. A central concept in

contemporary tumor immunology is that malignancies bear distinctive antigens,

the so called tumor associated antigens, which are not or less found in normal

tissues. A number of these antigens, which are defined by monoclonal

antibodies, have been described for human ovarian carcinoma (9, 10, 11,

12,13,14,15).
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2. MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES.

Antibodies or immunoglobulins are proteins which are produced by

differentiated B lymphocytes, plasma cells, of higher animals in response to

foreign substances (antigens). Each B lymphocyte will differentiate into plasma

cells that secrete a single specific immunoglobulin in response to one

antigenic determinant. An antigen may have several determinants which can

stimulate several B lymphocytes. Therefore, serum taken from a sensitized host

will usually contain a mixture of antibodies directed against different

determinants of an antigen. This is called a polyclonal antiserum. If the

individual plasma cells could be extracted and cloned, each clone would have

the potential to produce a single species of antibody, that is a monoclonal

antibody. Normal antibody-producing cells do not survive for a long period of

time and have lost the ability to divide. Kohler and Milstein developed a

method to produce immortal clones of monoclonal antibody secreting cells by

fusing splenic lymphocytes with a myeloma cell line (16). The result is a

hybridoma cell line that expresses the lymphocyte property of antigen-specific

antibody production and the immortal character of the myeloma cells. The

hybridomas can be grown in tissue culture or in animals to produce large

amounts of antibody.

Immunoglobulins are designated IgG, IgM, IgE, IgA or IgD according to their

general structure. Hybridomas usually generate IgG antibodies. IgG molecules

are comprised of two long and two short chains, referred to as heavy (H) and

light (L) chains, which are linked by disulfide bridges. The IgG

immunoglobulins are subdivided into isotypes which differ in the number of

disulfide bonds linking the two heavy chains. Functionally the isotypes differ

in their ability to fix complement and to interact with white blood cells such

as macrophages.

Immunoglobulins possess specific binding regions that can activate various

components of the immune system. These regions are the same for all

immunoglobulins of the same isotype and contain the Vc fragment, so called

because of its tendency to crystallize. Two antigen binding Fab fragments

contain the variable regions, which are unique for each monoclonal antibody
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derived from a single B cell. Immunoglobulin G can be fragmented by enzymatic

cleavage. Pepsin cleaves off most of the Fc region, leaving the two Fab

fragments bound together to yield F(ab')2 fragments. The enzyme papain

removes a larger portion of the H chains resulting in two monovalent Fab

fragments and intact Fc. Both the F(ab')2 and Fab fragment lack the Fc

portion of the immunoglobulin molecule and thus do not have immunologic

effector functions.

3. RADIOLABELED ANTIBODIES.

Antibodies with specificity for cancer cells can potentially target to

these cells when injected into cancer patients, and therefore be used for tumor

imaging. To visualize the location of the antibodies, antibodies can be labeled

with gamma emitting radionuclides for gamma camera imaging (17).

Radiolabeled antibodies can also be used for in_ vivo radiotherapy, but the

optimal physical characteristics of the radionuclides for this purpose remain

unclear. Alpha emitting isotopes such as 211^, 212g^ an(j 212pb have only

been used experimentally. They can be linked to antibodies using chelates such

as DTPA. Alpha rays have a short path length compared to beta-rays and

consequently have a much greater energy deposition per unit path length and a

greater relative biological effectiveness. Beta emitters such as 1^lx> 90y

and 32p have a particle range of several cell diameters and are the most

popular radionuclides used for cancer radiotherapy. Antibodies labeled with
131I have recently been used for the treatment of cancer (18,19,20,21,22).

Gamma emitters are inappropriate for radiotherapy because they tend to deliver

a relative high riose of radiation to surrounding normal tissue. Auger electron

emitting isotopes like 125]- c a n be very cytotoxic when localized inside the

nucleus of cells. These isotopes will not have a great application for antibody

mediated radiotherapy because it is very unlikely that the labeled antibodies

concentrate in the cell nucleus.
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4. OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS.

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the usefulness of radiolabeled

monoclonal antibodies for imaging and treatment of human (ovarian) cancer. This

thesis comprises papers and manuscripts of my research in this area, and thus

was not written as a coherent book.

The first part of this thesis presents a review on imaging of tumors with

monoclonal antibodies (Chapter 2). Special attention is given to factors that

influence the localization of the antibodies in tumors, isotope choice and

methods of radiolabeling of the monoclonal ant.ibodies.

In the second part of the thesis, two monoclonal antibodies, 0C125 and

OV-TL3, with high specificity for human epithelial ovarian cancer are

characterized (Chapter 3). A simple radio-iodination technique was developed

for clinical application of the monoclonal antibodies, and is described in

Chapter 4.

The behavior of monoclonal antibodies in human tumor xenograft systems and

in man are described in the third part of the thesis. Imaging of tumors is

complicated because of high background levels of radioactivity in other sites

than the tumor, especially in the bloodpool. A technique was developed to

improve imaging of human tumor xenografts in nude mice, using subtraction of a

specific and a non-specific antibody, radiolabeled with two different isotopes,

l^In and ^7Ga (Chapter 5). Because the radiolabeled antibodies were

eventually to be used for therapy, we selected another isotope, " I T to

radiolabel the antibodies. 131j w a s cnosen, because it emits both gamma rays

and beta rays and therefore can be used for imaging and therapy of cancer. To

investigate the capability of the two monoclonal antibodies described in

Chapter 3, to specifically localize in human ovarian carcinomas, we performed

distribution studies in mice bearing human ovarian carcinoma xenografts

(Chapter 6). One of the antibodies, OC125, was used for distribution studies in

ovarian cancer patients (Chapters 7). 0C125 was used because of availability

and approval to use this antibody in patients. The same antibody was used to

investigate the usefulness of radioimmunoimaging in ovarian cancer patients

(Chapter 8).
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The fourth part of the thesis describes the interaction of injected

radiolabeled antibody 0C125 with circulating antigen, and an assay to measure

the antibody response in ovarian cancer patients after injection of the

antibody. Monoclonal antibody OC125 reacts with circulating antigen, CA125,

which can be found in the serum and ascites of ovarian carcinoma patients. The

interaction of monoclonal antibody 0C125 with circulating antigen was

investigated and is described in Chapter 9. Human anti-mouse antibodies could

develop after injection of the monoclonal antibody in patients. These

antibodies could neutralize the monoclonal antibody, and/or induce serum

sickness when the monoclonal antibody is reinjected. An assay was developed to

measure the human anti-mouse antibody response after injection of the

monoclonal antibody 0C125 (Chapter 10).

In Chapter 11, the general discussion, the obtained results are discussed

in the broad scope of ovarian cancer detection and treatment.
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CHAPTER 11

Tumor imaging with monoclonal antibodies

H. HAISMAi.*. W. GOEDEMANS^ and J. HILGERS'

' Division of Tumor Biology. The Netherlands Cancer Institute. Plesmanlaan 121. 1066 CX
Amsterdam, and - Mallinckrodl Diagnostica B. V.. Cyclotron and Isotope Laboratories. P.O. Box
3. 1755 ZG Petten. The Netherlands

11.1. Introduction

Treatment of cancer patients is highly dependent on staging of the tumor. A
non-invasive method of detecting the extent of primary and secondary tumors is
therefore of great importance.

Conventional scanning methods, e.g., X-rays, computer tomography, ultra-
sound and NMR, are non-specific: detection is dependent on physical differ-
ences between normal and tumorous tissue. Imaging is a specific technique in
which radioactive-labeled antibodies are injected into a patient and traced with
a camera (immunoscintigraphy). The localization depends on the specificity of
the antibody. Radiolabeled antibodies directed against tumor-associated anti-
gen can discriminate between normal and tumorous tissues and can therefore be
used for localization of tumors and metastases and for follow-up studies. The
widespread use of this technique will depend on the availability of tumor-
specific antibodies and the use of isotopes which have good coupling and imag-
ing characteristics.

* Present address: Dana Farber Cancer Institute, J.F.B. Room 211, 44 Binney Street, Boston, MA,
U.S.A.
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11.2. Antibody localization

11.2.1. Introduction

Antibody against tumor-associated antigens can discriminate between normal
and tumorous tissues. Radiolabeled (monoclonal) antibodies can be used for
localization of tumors and mctastases and for follow-up studies. Several factors
influence the localization of antibodies in tumors after injection in a cancer
patient (Table 1). Some of these factors will be discussed below.

11.2.2. Specificity

Antisera raised in animals by traditional methods contain a variety of antibodies
against various antigens. Many classes and groups of immunoglobulins are pro-
duced in response, even to a single antigenic determinant. A single B cell
produces one kind of antibody with specificity to a single antigenic determi-
nant. In theory, a large population of identical cells would produce large amounts
of homogeneous antibody. In practice it is difficult to culture individual B cells
to raise a monoclonal population. Kohler and Milstein (1975) overcame this
problem by fusing the antibody-producing cell with a cell from a myeloma cell
line. The resulting hybridoma combined the antibody-producing ability of the B
cell with the vigorous reproduction of the myeloma cell line. The antibody is
homogeneous and contains quantitable amounts of one antibody subclass, spe-
cific for one antigenic determinant. The specificity of these antisera depends on
the distribution of the antigenic determinant recognized by the antibody.

TABLE I

Factors influencing localization of radiolabclcd antibodies

Specificity of antiserum
Purity of anliscrum preparation, absence of complexes
Antibody formulation: IgM. IgG. F(abk. Fab j.
Affinity for antigen •
Circulating antigen j
Immune reactivity after labeling J
Antibody-isotope bond stability i
Antigen modulation and shedding I
Antigen-negative cells
Number and size of tumor deposits
Tumor vascularizalion
Route of administration
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11.2.3. Dose and formulation of antibody

The amount of antibody localizing specifically in the tumor is a small fraction of
the total amount of antibody administered and varies between 0.1 % (Mach et al.,
1980a)and 0.6%(Epenetoset al., 1982)of the injected label. Large amounts of
radioactivity remain in the blood pool, reticuloendothelium and other organs
(Mach et al., 1981). To improve the localization, splitting the antibody into
fragments, Fab and F(ab)2, is an attractive approach. In this way, not only the
size of the protein is reduced so it can more easily penetrate into tissues, but also
the Fc part is removed. The removal of the Fc part eliminates binding to Fc
receptor-positive cells of the reticuloendothelial system and reduces non-specif-
ic localization. A disadvantage of Fab fragments is that the affinity of the anti-
body for the antigen is drastically reduced.

No extensive studies have been undertaken up till now in which the amount of
antibody injected is related to the imaging results. In most studies where I 3 II is
used, the radiolabel is the only factor on which the administered dose depends.
Usually the specific activity varies from 5 to 1 OtiCi/ng, which is about one iodine
molecule per immunoglobulin molecule. In patients usually no more than 1
mCi'31I is administered, so the antibody dose usually does not exceed 200 n%.
Murray et al. (1985) conducted a study with ' ' 'in-labeled antibody against p97
melanoma antigen in which the antibody dose was varied. They show that
imaging improved significantly as the antibody dose increased. Presumably this
is due to saturation of hepatic binding sites. So more antibody is available for
tumor binding.

11.2.4. Circulating antigen

Most tumor markers or tumor-associated antigens were first detected in the
serum of cancer patients. This indicates that the tumor cells produce antigen
which is shed into the circulation, or released after cell death. Antigens, normally
only present on the cell surface, can be modulated upon incubation with anti-
body and alter the antigenic expression of the cells. In the latter case, there is a ,
chance of producing tumor resistance to the antibody and late scanning with the '
antibody will be restricted.

Circulating antigen can react with the antibody used for immunoscintigraphy,
forming immune complexes. These immune complexes can interfere with radio-
localization as they are taken up by the reticuloendothelial system and bind to Fc
receptor-positive cells like monocytes and macrophages (Mach et al., 1980a). j
This could give problems by scanning of the liver or spleen. No relation has been [•
found, however, between levels of circulating CEA and quality of imaging. Hine
et al. (1980) showed that CEA levels as high as 1600 jug/1 do not interfere with
good imaging. Similar results were found by Goldenberg et al. (1983).. In an
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attempt to image ovarian cancer, we injected five patients with antibody OC
125, which reacts with greater than 80% of non-mucinous epitheliocarcinoma,
but not with normal ovaries (Bast et al., 1981). The antigen, with which this
antibody reacts, is shed into the circulation, decreases or increases in antigen
levels being correlated with regression or progression of disease. After injection
of the iodinated antibody into ovarian cancer patients 10-99% of the antibody
was found to be complexed with antigen as soon as 15 min after injection. The
amount of antibody present as a complex increased with time, up to 5 days after
injection, at which time point only complexed antibody could be detected. Out
of five patients with confirmed ovarian carcinoma reactive with the antibody we
were able to identify only one tumor site of 5 x 5 x 5 cm. Studies are in progress
to evaluate higher antibody doses to saturate binding sites in the serum so that
more antibody is available for binding to the tumor.

Why the radiolabeled antibody does form complexes with the circulating
antigen in one case and not in another is not clear. It might be due to a low
affinity of the antibody for the antigen, or to a higher affinity of the antibody for
cell surface antigen than circulating antigen.

11.2.5. Isotope choke

For gamma camera imaging, radionuclides emitting gamma radiation with ener-
gy levels between 100 and 300 keV are most appropriate. To prevent damage of
normal tissue, it is essential that those radionuclides emit a minimum of beta
rays. For many years 131I was the most commonly used radionuclide in nuclear
medicine. This isotope, however, has a relatively long half-life of 8.05 days with a
suboptimal gamma energy level of 364 keV and also emits beta radiation. As
soon as radionuclides became available with far better radiation characteristics,
1311 was replaced by other isotopes. Each isotope has its own specific field of
application. Examples are shown in Table 2.

123I has a half life of 13 h, which makes it possible to produce images up to 24 h
after injection. The labeling of proteins with iodine is simple but the poor
availability of I23I is the reason that it is not widely used as yet.

11 'In with a half life of 60 h and gamma energy levels of 171 and 245 keV is a
very attractive isotope for immunoimaging. The availability of good radiolabel-
ing methods makes this isotope more and more popular for radioimmuno-
detection.

11.2.6. Methods of labeling

For radioiodination of proteins I~ is oxidized to an electrophilic species, which
binds to tyrosine residues. Methods of labeling include IC1, chloramine-T, enzy-
matic methods, electrolytic methods, iodobeads and the iodogen method.
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TABLE 2

Some radionuclides in use in nuclear medicine

Isotope Energy in keV Beta radiation Half-life Remarks

99mTc 141 322 N o

1311 362 608 Yes

1231 159 No

171247 No

67Ga 93 185 300 N o

20lTr 135 167 No

97RU 216 324 No

203Pb 279 401 No

6 h Easily commercially available
via " M o 99mTc generators

8.05 days Is less used than formerly due
to inappropriate radiation
characteristics

13.3 h Inappropriate nuclidic purity;
limited commercial availability

67.4 h Desirable characteristics for
use in radioimmunodetection
of tumors; easy commercial
availability

78.3 h In use as non-specific
tumor-imaging agent as citrate;
easy commercial availability

73.5 h Candidate for monoclonal
labeling; not commercially
available

69.9 h Candidate for monoclonal
labeling; not commercially
available

51.9 h Candidate for monoclonal
labeling; not commercially
available

Iodination in most cases is carried out according to a modification of the
chloramine-T method. A variant which is commonly used is the so-called io-
dogen method. Iodogen is chloramide l,3,4,6-tetrachloro-3a,6a-diphenylgly-
couril (Fraker and Speck, 1978) and is successfully applied for iodination of
monoclonal antibody by Epenetos et al. (1982), Chatal et al. (1984), and many
others.

During the past years, alternative procedures have been suggested in order to
decrease the damage to the antibody proteins during the labeling process and to
avoid deiodination of the antibody in the body after in vivo application of
radiolabeled proteins. The availability of metal isotopes like l l lIn and67Ga
opened new possibilities for radiolabeling of antibodies. The direct metal label-
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ing of biologically active proteins is difficult, because of the lack of specific
metal-binding receptors which form strong bonds. A solution to this problem is
to attach chelating agents, capable to provide a highly stable binding site to the
protein. A simple and efficient method of covalently coupling the chelating agent
DTPA to proteins by using the bicyclic anhydride of DTP A was developed by
Hnatowich et al. (1983) for immunoglobuiin G antibodies.

It is not yet certain whether 99mTc will become feasible as a suitable isotope for
immunoimaging because of its short half-life of 6 h. Nevertheless, Lanteigne and
Hnatowich (1984) described labeling of proteins with 99mTc also after coupling
of DTPA to those proteins.

11.2.7. Visualization

Accumulation of radioactivity in tumor tissue can be expressed in two ways: a
couple of authors use the specificity index, others use tumor/tissue ratios as
criterium. The specificity index is the ratio of radioactive accumulation in the
target tissue in case of labeled specific antibody divided by the radioactivity in
the same tissue if labeled non-specific immunoglobuiin is used. Chao and Huang
(1980) reported differences in uptake ratios of 125I-anti-CEA to 131I-goat igG in
human colon cancer and normal colon mucosa removed from four patients 48 h
after simultaneous injection of both labeled proteins. The specificity indices for
cancer and normal tissue were 1.89 ± 0.12 to 1.45 ± 0.06 (P < 0.001) respec-
tively. They used Fab fragments of affinity chromatography-purified CEA anti-
body. Mach et al. (1980b) reported in patients with colorectal carcinoma, using
purified 131I-labeled CEA antibody, that the average concentration of antibody
radioactivity in the tumor was 3.6 times higher than in adjacent normal colon
mucosa, 4-5 times higher than in external normal bowel wall and 8.0 times
higher than in normal fatty tissue.

Background subtraction seems to be a necessary prerequisite to allow imaging
within a reasonable interval after administration of labeled antibody. Back-
ground subtraction is possible by the additional injection of a labeled non-
specific antibody. The non-specific antibody is labeled with another isotope with
a sufficiently different energy level to allow discrimination by the gamma cam-
era. Subtraction is necessary because much of the antibody remains in circula-
tion for a long time and accumulates in certain organs as liver and thyroid.

Haisma et al. (1984) showed clear images using two isotopes in nude mice with
implanted human breast tumors. Here normal immunoglobulin G was labeled
with 67Ga. The specific monoclonal antibody directed against human milkfat
globule antigen was labeled with ' "in. After subtraction, tumor to tissue ratios
improved from 2.3 to 5.9.

The conventional scintillation camera is the most widely used imaging device
in conventional nuclear medicine. It does not provide adequate object contrast
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when detecting small lesions in the presence of moderately high background
activity. Single photon emission computerized tomography (SPECT) should be
ihe answer, when small lesions have to be found located far from the surface of
the body. Rollo and Patton (1980) describe a camera which is a tomographic
imaging device which, interfaced to a computer system, is capable of providing
adequate lesion detection for this specialized procedure. This tomography im-
aging system has a spatial resolution and a detector efficiency which are compar-
able to those of the conventional scintillation camera. The system has the added
advantage of relatively constant high-spatial-resolution performance as well as
high sensitivity over a wide range of depths.

11.2.8. Detection limits

Tumors can be detected with conventional scanning methods like X-ray, com-
puter tomography, ultrasound and NMR. None of them can detect tumors
smaller than ± 2 cm and no tumors can be detected when the structure of the
tumor is more or less like the surrounding tissues. Antibodies can bind tumor
cells and when this antiserum is specific enough, they do not bind to normal
tissues. So, it is possible to detect tumors not detected with other methods. Up to
now ihe detection limit for radioimmunodetection is about 2 cm, but there is still
a high false negative and false positive rate. Evaluating their previous work,
Goldenberg et al. (1983) found a false negative rate about 10% and a false
positive rate of less than 4%. In 11 out of 51 patients tumor sites were detected
that were not found by other methods of cancer detection.

The big advantage of immunoscintigraphy is that it can differentiate between
normal and tumorous tissues, even when there are no physical differences be-
tween the tissues. By using single photon emission computerized tomographs
(SPECT) or positron-emitting isotopes sensitivity might be improved. Mach et
al. (1981) using SPECT noted numerous non-specific spots as intense as the
tumors. They conclude that the specificity of this method can not be evaluated at
this moment.

11.2.9. Route of administration

Radiolabeled antibodies have been administered almost exclusively by intrave-
nous injection. The antibodies are distributed in the blood pool and can reach
nearly every tissue, where they can bind to tumor cells. Antibodies leak rather
slowly out of the blood and a high percentage of the antibodies remain in the
blood. Therefore most investigators use other radiopharmaceuticals to subtract
blood pool radioactivity and improve detection.

An alternative way of injection is the intralymphatic route. The injected
antibody passes one or more lymph nodes before entering the blood stream. It
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can associate with reticuloendothelial cells and with tumor cells when passing
the lymph nodes. Order et al. (1975) used anti-ferritin antibodies injected in the
lymphatics of the lower extremities to detect a tumor burden in the pelvic region.
Deland et al. (1980b) injected radiolabeled antibodies to CEA subcutaneously in
the fingerwebs of women with carcinoma of the breast. Radioactivity localized
in the lymph node metastases of all patients. In some cases antibodies localized
in lymph nodes which contained no metastases. This latter finding was due to
CEA retention in these nodes. Epenetos (1985) used 123I-radiolabeled antibody
HMFG-2 for the lymphangiographic staging of patients with cervical cancer.
Marked non-specific uptake of antibody was seen, but also tumors were detect-
ed. He concludes that further improvements are needed to reduce non-specific
uptake, before antibody-guided lymphangiography can become a useful adju-
vant to standard techniques.

11.3. Tumor imaging with (monoclonal) antibodies

]I.S.I. Introduction

Tumor markers or tumor-associated antigens are biochemical compounds
which can be quantitated in the serum or other body fluids, or detected on the
cell surface of (tumor) cells. Most of the markers have been identified by their
reaction with specific antisera.

As there is a great heterogenicity in the phenotypic expression of tumor cells,
the amount of marker detectable is not always dependent on the tumor mass.
Response to therapy can be indicated by the decrease of the quantity of the
marker but it can well be that the tumor has lost this marker.

Tumor markers have potential use for detection of cancer in asymptomatic
persons, for diagnosis, prognosis, staging, monitoring, localization and thera-
py-

For localization studies a marker should be specific: the marker should be
present in the tumor and metastasis and absent or in a very low amount present
in normal tissues. The marker should be detectable in vivo: it must be reachable
in situ, which is not only dependent on the localization of the marker in the
tumor, but also on the type of tumor, the tumor burden and the quality of the
radiopharmaceutical used for detection. There is an ever growing list of tumor
markers which have potential use for tumor detection in vivo. They include
oncofetal proteins, hormones, enzymes and isoenzymes and other proteins.
Table 3 lists antigens which have been used for tumor detection. Some of the
most important tumor markers will be discussed.
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TABLE 3

Antibodies used for tumor imaging

Antibodies against

Carcinoembryonic antigen

Alphafeloprotein

Chorionic gonadotropin

Melanoma-associated antigen

Human milkfat globule membrane

Colorectal carcinoma

Prostatic acid phosphatase

Fetal brain

Ferritin

Renal cell carcinoma

Osteogenic sarcoma

Tumor types

Gastrointestinal tumors, breast cancer, ovarian
cancer, thyroid cancer

Germ eel) tumors, liver cancer, testicular
carcinoma

Trophoblastic tumors, pancreatic cancer

Melanoma

Ovarian cancer, breast cancer, endometroid
cancer, gastrointestinal tumors

Colorectal carcinoma, breast cancer

Prostatic cancer

Neuroblasloma

Hodgkin's disease, pancreatic carcinoma

Renal cell carcinoma

Gastrointestinal tumor

11.3.2. Oncofetal proteins

11.3.2.1. Carcinoembryonic antigen Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) is
defined as the antigen detected by a heterologous antiserum induced with
extracts of the gastrointestinal tract of human embryos and fetuses and with
extracts of adenocarcinoma of the colon. CEA is a glycoprotein. Goldenberg et
al. (1978) used a radiolabeled antibody to CEA to localize gastrointestinal cancer
in patients. They used affinity purified goat antiserum labeled with 131I. The
patients were also injected with 99mTc-labeled albumin which was used to pro-
duce an image of the bloodpool. Both images were subtracted and the resulting
image gave the specific localization of the antibody. Interestingly, they did not
find any correlation between tumor detection and plasma CEA levels.

Most of the tumors they failed to localize were less than 2 cm in diameter but
they detected tumors not identified with conventional detection methods. As
mentioned, they evaluated the results of 51 patients (Goldenberg et al., 1983).
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They demonstrated primary colorectal carcinomas in 83% of the patients and
87-92% of known metastatic tumor sites. In 11 out of 51 patients tumor sites
were detected that were not found by other methods. Others confirmed these
encouraging data. Some authors did not get the same success. Dykes et al. (1980)
for instance failed to localize any tumor site in three out of 15 patients. The first
monoclonal antisera to CEA used by Mach et al. (1981) indicated that mono-
clonal antibodies can be equally good as polyclonal antisera but that the result
depends much on the monoclonal antibody used. Whether this is due to different
epitope recognition by the antibodies or to different isotype class or affinity is
not yet clear. That the limited specificity of CEA can be beneficial is shown by
the study of Deland et al. (1980b) in which successful scintigraphy was shown in
lymph node metastases of breast carcinoma, by the study of Goldenberg et al.
(1978) and Van Nagel et al. (1980) who detected primary and metastatic ovarian
cancer and by the study of Berche et al. (1982) who detected medullary thyroid
cancers.

11.3.2.2. Alphafetoprotein Alphafetoprotein (AFP) is an alpha globulin pro-
duced by the fetal liver and gastrointestinal tract and germ cell gonadal neo-
plasms. In vivo application of radiolabeled anti-AFP antibody for tumor imag-
ing gave very promising results with respect to hepatocellular (Ishi et al., 1982)
and germ cell carcinoma of the testis (Goldenberg et al., 1980a; Kim et al., 1980;
Halsall et al., 1981).

11.3.3. Human chorionic gonadotropin

Human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG) is the most investigated hormonal
tumor marker. Normally it is produced by the placenta in early pregnancy and it
can be detected in the urine of pregnant women. Trophoblastic tumors produce
HCG although the hormone can also be produced by carcinomas of endome-
trium, lung, pancreas, stomach and hepatomas. Antisera to HCG cross-react
with human luteinizing hormone (LH) but antisera specific for the beta subunit
of HCG are specific for this hormone. Some tumors both secrete HCG and S
express this marker on their cell surface while other tumors only express HCG on
their cell surface.

Radioimmunodetection of tumors using labeled polyclonal antibodies to
HCG has been successful (Bagshawe et al., 1980; Begent et al., 1980; Goldenberg
et al., 1980b). Goldenberg et al. (1980b) detected a few tumors without evidence [
of HCG secretion. This suggests that the antisera used react with HCG on the I
tumor cell surface. This HCG might differ from secreted HCG or the tumor did i
not secrete HCG.
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11.3.4. Enzymes

Flanigan et al. (1983) used radiolabeled antibodies to prostatic acid phosphatase
to detect prostatic cancer. Of two patients tested, primary and recurrent prostat-
ic cancers were located.

11.3.5. Other proteins associated with cancer

11.3.5.1. Melanoma antigen The melanoma antigen p97 is a 97 kDa glyco--
protein present on the cell surface of human melanoma cells and on fetal colon
and smooth muscle cells (Brown etal., 1981). Monoclonal antibodies against this
protein have been used to detect melanoma by Larson et al. (1983) who were able
to detect 22 out of 25 lesions larger than 2.5 cm. Burchiel et al. (1983) on the
other hand, who used 99mTc-labeled antibodies, were not able to detect any
tumor sites in three patients tested. They found concentration of antibody in the
spleen which might be due to cross-reactive antigen. Murray et al. (1985) used
1 " In-labeled monoclonal antibody against p97. Of a total of 100 previously
documented sites, 50 were imaged. Buraggi et al. (1985) used F(ab)2 fragments of
monoclonal antibody against a high molecular weight melanoma antigen. By
using F(ab)2 fragments they eliminated the high spleen background but were still
not able to detect tumor sites smaller than 2.5 cm.

11.3.5.2. Ferritin Ferritin or F antigen can be found intracellularly and on
the plasma membrane of lymphocytes of Hodgkin's disease and leukemia, breast
cancer and pancreatic carcinoma patients. Order et al. (1975) used polyclonal
antiserum to ferritin to localize Hodgkin's disease in one patient. The labeled
antibody was administered into the lower extremity lymphatics, to circumvent
antibody binding in the serum, which contains high concentrations of antigen. In
this one case the tumor was successfully delineated but no other reports have
been published on the use antiferritin antibodies for tumor localization.

11.3.5.3. Renal cell carcinoma antigen Goat antibodies were raised against
renal cell carcinoma by Beletski et al. (1978). The antiserum was absorbed with
normal human tissues and radiolabeled. This preparation was administered to
seven patients with histological confirmed renal cell carcinoma. The kidney
lesion could be detected in six out of seven patients. The only tumor not detected
was 4 cm diameter and had low grade malignancy.
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IL 3.6. A ntigens detected by monoclonal antibodies

Farrands et al. (1982) used a monoclonal antibody originally raised against an
osteogenic sarcoma, but which cross-reacted with colon carcinoma. In ten out of
11 patients with colon carcinoma the radiolabeled antibody localized in the
tumor. In one case, where uptake of the antibody by the tumor was not seen,
failure was thought to be due to the tumor being masked by the bladder. The
smallest tumor detectable was 3 x 3 x 2 cm using blood pool subtraction with
99mTc-labeled red blood cells.

Antibody to human milkfat globule membranes, cross-reactive with ovarian,
breast and gastrointestinal tumors, was used by Epenetos et al. (1982) to detect
these tumors. They localized 19 out of 20 primary and metastatic tumors.
Interestingly, they did not use any subtraction technique to improve the images.
They claim not to need subtraction techniques because of the use of a favorable
isotope,' 23I, which has better imaging properties than isotopes used in previous
studies. Using this technique, one case of occult ovarian cancer of 0.8 cm diam-
eter was found (Epenetos et al., 1985). When the same antibody was used
intralymphatically in patients with cervical cancer, non-specific uptake of anti-
body was seen in lymph nodes (Epenetos, 1985).

Smedley et al. (1983) used monoclonal antibodies raised against human col-
orectal carcinoma cell membranes. They revealed 13 out of 16 tumor sites in
patients with breast cancer, using blood pool subtraction techniques. Teratomas,
also reactive with the antibody, gave no or a weak localization. The cross-
reactivity with polymorphonuclear leukocytes did not seem to interfere with
tumor binding of the labeled antibody. Goldman et al. (1984) presented a study
in which radiolabeled monoclonal antibody raised against human fetal brain was
used to visualize neuroblastoma in four children and an adult. All primary and
secundary tumors determined by other techniques were localized, without the
use of subtraction techniques.

11.4. Pharmaceutical aspects

11.4.1. Adverse reactions

So far no severe adverse reactions due to introduction of labeled (monoclonal)
antibody into patients are reported. This does not apply for therapeutical appli-
cations where larger quantities (up to 200 mg) of antibody were used, and
sensitivity reactions developed against the immunoglobulins introduced after
repeated injection. In only a few cases adverse reactions were reported when
labeled antibody was introduced. Hine et al. (1980) and Bagshawe et al. (1980)
found in one out of 13, and two out of 18 patients respectively small rise in
temperature after injection of labeled goat antibody.
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11.4.2. Viral contamination

Although no adverse reactions due to viruses have been reported, when using
xenogenic monoclonal antibodies for immunodetection of tumors in humans,
there is a risk of transporting viruses from animals into humans. Myeloma cells
contain intercisternal A particles and budding C particles. The C particles are
ecotropic and xenotropic murine leukemia virus. Xenotropic murine leukemia
virus is not able to produce tumors in mouse nor in other species. The ecotropic
virus cannot infect human cells and does not contain a transforming gene. So,
viral contamination does not seem to be a problem when murine monoclonal
antibodies are used.

U.S. Discussion and conclusions

In this chapter we briefly reviewed the state of the art of radioimmunodetection '
of tumors. Numerous tumor-associated antigens have been identified, but so far •
none of them are really tumor specific. This is not a great problem as antibodies
to antigens of limited specificity like CEA and HMFG seem promising, for they
can be used for detection of a wide variety of tumors. The monoclonal antibody
technique will have its greatest value for the production of large amounts of
antibody with predefined specificity. So far polyclonal and monoclonal anti- •
bodies have been used with the same success. There is no direct need for human- .
derived monoclonal antibodies because the amount of antibody injected into I
patients for imaging purposes is low and no severe reactions have been reported,
not even after the second or the third administration of antibody.

11'in seems to have the appropriate characteristics of an ideal isotope for
immunoimaging. Labeling techniques are improved and provide no serious
problem anymore. 123I is also a suitable candidate but due to its short half-life,
imaging must be performed within 24 h. Usually one can not have a clear image
within 24 h and therefore clearance of the radiolabeled antibody should be
increased. One approach is the use of Fab fragments. This increases the clearance
of antibody and reduces background activity in the RES because of lack of the Fc •
part. Another approach to lessen background activity is to clear non-tumor- i
bound antibody by a second antibody, for instance iodinated goat anti-CEA as {
the first antibody and a horse-goat antibody as the second (Begent et al., 1982; |
Moldowskietal., 1983). ]

Subtraction of images with 99mTc-albumin or pertechnetate scans improves
visualization, but this type of imaging is a potential source of error for albumin
and pertechnetate do not resemble non-bound antibody. A better approach is to
use a non-specific antibody for subtraction. Haisma et al. (1984) used " 'in-
labeled specific and 67Ga-labeled non-specific antibody for detection of human
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matnmary carcinoma xenografls in nude mice. They showed that tumor to tissue
ratios arc dramatically improved after subtraction.

The immunological detection of tumors with radiolabeled monoclonal anti-
bodies can demonstrate tumors of about 2 cm. The development of tomography
and SPECT will probably bring the detection limit in the I cm range. So far,
detection of tumors by radioimmunoimaging seems promising but the high false
positive and false negative rates make that this technique has to be used in
conjunction with other diagnostic procedures.

11.6. Summary

Many monoclonal antibodies directed against tumor-associated antigens have
been identified, but sofar none of these are tumor specific. Polyclonal and
monoclonal antibodies have been used for imaging of a wide variety of tumors
with success.

Radiolabeling of antibody is usually done with iodine isotopes of which ' 23I is
the best candidate for radioimmunodetection purposes. The labeling of anti-
bodies through chelates makes it possible to use metal radioisotopes like '" in .
which is the best radioisotope for imaging with monoclonal antibodies due to its
favorable half-life of 2.5 days.

Usually imaging cannot be performed within 24 h after injection, but clear-
ance of antibody can be increased by using F(ab)2 or Fab. Another approach is to
clear non-bound antibody by a second antibody, directed against the first. The
detection limit of immunoimaging is about 2 cm, but will be improved by
tomography or SPECT.

There is still a high false positive and false negative rate, which makes it
impossible to use radioimmunodetection as the only technique for diagnosis of
tumors. In combination with other detection techniques, tumor imaging with
monoclonal antibodies can improve diagnosis.
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ABSTRACT

Two monoclonal antibodies, 0C125 and OV-TL3, that are highly specific for

ovarian cancer cells were compared in terms of their interaction with a

particular ovarian cancer cell line (NIH:OVCAR-3). 0C125 recognized

determinants on molecules with apparent molecular weights exceeding 200,000

dalton, while 0V-TL3 recognized determinants on molecules with apparent

molecular weights of 20,000 and 40,000 dalton. When the antigens recognized by

these two monoclonal antibodies were further examined, enzymatic studies

revealed that both antigens are proteins, most likely glycoproteins. Cross

inhibition experiments showed that the antibodies react with different epitopes

on antigenic structures. The affinity constant of 0C125 was 0.9 x 10^ and was

similar to that of 0V-TL3, which was 1.6 x K>9. The number of antigenic

determinants per cell (NIH:0VCAR-3) was estimated to be 6.0 x 10*> for OC125

and 0.6 x 106 for 0V-TL3. Association of 0C125 was very slow (50% binding

after 125 minutes), compared with that of 0V-TL3 (50% binding after 30

minutes), and dissociation rates for the two monoclonal antibodies also

differed. OC125 dissociated with a Tl/2 of 125 minutes from fixed cells and a

Tl/2 of 85 minutes from life cells, indicating that an active (shedding or

modulation) process might be involved in its dissociation from life cells.

OV-TL3 showed no significant difference in dissociation rates between life and

fixed cells, although dissociation seemed to be biphasic, with Tl/2 of 60 and

300 minutes, indicating possible low- and high affinity binding sites. OC125

binding could be inhibited by serum or ascites samples from ovarian cancer

patients whereas 0V-TL3 binding was not inhibited by either of these samples,

suggesting that OC125 antigen is shed from ovarian cancer cells and is

therefore found in the serum and ascites of ovarian cancer patients. The

antibody uptake into human ovarian cancer xenografts in nude mice was more

persistent for 0V-TL3 than for 0C125.

OV-TL3 might be a more favorable candidate for immunotherapy or

inmunoscintigraphy than OC125 because of a) the similar histological reactivity

of 0C125 and 0V-TL3 with ovarian cancer, b) the lack of shedding of the 0V-TL3

antigen, c) a faster association rate of 0V-TL3 and d) the slower dissociation

rate of 0V-TL3 compared to 0C125.
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INTRODUCTION

Monoclonal antibodies can be used for attacking cancer cells, both for

diagnosis and treatment of cancer, but free antigen could interfere with the

effectiveness of these antibodies. Antigens may be shed from the surface of

tumor cells or binding of the antibodies to the cell surface can induce

antigenic modulation with shedding of antigens. Not all cell surface antigens

are shed or modulated, and such antigens can be used as appropriate targets for

imaging and therapy of cancer; antigens that are shed can be used as markers

for monitoring the course of the disease.

Ovarian cancer is the most lethal of all gynecological cancers, for most

patients present with advanced disease (FIGO Stage III or IV). The prognosis is

poor. Mouse monoclonal antibodies directed to cell surface antigens on human

cancers of the ovary have been produced in several laboratories (1-7) and have

been used for monitoring the disease (8), to detect tumor by means of

radionuclide imaging (9,10) and for radioimmunotherapy (11).

In this study, we compare the interaction of two monoclonal antibodies,

0C125 (1) and OV-TL3 (6) with ovarian cancer cells, and we further characterize

the antigens recognized by these antibodies. Both antibodies are highly

specific for epithelial ovarian cancer and show little reactivity with other

tissues. They could be potential tools for radioimmunotherapy. 0C125 has been

well characterized and can be used in a radioimmunometric assay to detect CA125

antigen in sera from ovarian cancer patients (9). 0V-TL3 was selected for its

specificity for ovarian cancer and because preliminary studies indicated that

the antigen recognized by this antibody was not shed from ovarian cancer cells.

Our results suggest that 0V-TL3 might be a better tool than OC125 for

imaging and treatment of ovarian cancer, owing to its better cell binding

characteristics and the lack of circulating antigen.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell line. Ovarian cancer cell line NIH:OVCAR-3 (12) was used, because it can

be grown JLn_ vitro as well as in_ vivo in nude mice.

The cell line was grown i£ vitro in Eagle's minimal essential medi'-n

supplemented with 10% FCS, nonessential araino acids (0.1 mM), 2 mM L-glutamine,

1 mM sodium pyruvate, penicillin G (50 units/ml) and streptomycin (50 ug/ml).

Monoclonal antibodies. The monoclonal antibodies 0C125 (1) and 0V-TL3 (6) have

been described. Hybridomas were grown either in tissue culture or as ascites in

BALB/c mice. Both OC125 and 0V-TL3 are of the mouse IgGl type. The antibodies

were purified as follows: Mouse ascites or hybridoma tissue culture supernatant

was 0.22 um filtered and adjusted to pH=8 with 0.1 M Tris-HCl before

application onto a protein A-Sepharose column. The unbound materials were

removed from the column by washing with 0.1 M Tris-HCl until no further change

in absorbency at 280 tun was seen. The antibodies were then eluded with 0.1 M

citrate (pH=3.5). Fractions containing the purified antibody were pooled,

concentrated (Amicon concentrator) and dialyzed against 0.9% NaCl solution.

F(ab')2 fragments were prepared as described elsewhere (13). The protein

concentration was determined by measuring the absorbance at 280 nra, assuming

that 1 mg/ml antibody corresponds with an absorbance of 1.4.

Radioiodination. Iodination of 0C125 and 0V-TL3 F(ab')2 was performed

according to the one vial method (14). Briefly, 200 ug of antibody in 0.1 M

borate buffer (pH»8.2) was mixed with 1 mCi *25j in a vial previously coated

with 1 ml iodogen (50 ug/ml). After 10 minutes incubation at room temperature,

a sample was taken to determine the amount of incorporated iodine. One ml of

AG1-X8 resin (Bio Rad, Richmond, CA) previously mixed with PBS containing 1%

BSA, was added to absorb unbound iodine, and the reaction mixture was passed

through a 0.22 um filter to remove the resin and sterilize the product. After

iodination, the immunoreactivity of the antibodies was determined according to

Lindmo (15). Briefly, to one concentration of labelled antibody increasing

numbers of ovarian carcinoma cells were added. After incubation at 4°C for 4

hours, the cells were washed and the amount of bound antibody was determined

using a gamma counter. The reciprocal of the cell concentration was plotted
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against the total input of antibody divided by bound antibody. Immunoreactivity

was computed from the intercept on the y-axes. 0C125 was labeled at 1 x 1CP

cpra/pmol (0.4 uCi/uM) of active antibody and 0V-TL3 was labeled at 0.7 x 106

cpm/pmol (0.3 uGi/uM) of antibody.

Immunoblotting. NIH:0VCAR-3 cells were lysed in sample buffer and

electrophoresed on 7.5% or 10% acrylamide gels with 3% acrylamide stacking gels

according to the method of Laemmll (16). The sample buffer contained 0.1% SDS,

but did not contain sulfhydryl reducing agents and the samples were not heated

before they were loaded on the gels as the antigens were inactivated by these

conditions. After electrophoresis, the gels were blotted onto nitrocellulose

according to the method of Towbin (17). Transfer was performed at 2.0 ampere

for 2 hours with PBS as transfer buffer. After incubation with PBS containing

10% FCS for 30 minutes at room temperature, the nitrocellulose sheets were

overlayered with 125I-labeled 0C125 or OV-TL3 (1 x 106 cpm/ml) for 2 hours.

The sheets were then autoradiographed by exposure to x-ray film with a Kodak

X-Omatic intensifying screen for 18-48 hours at -80°C.

Enzymatic Analysis of Antigens. Cell monolayers were prepared by seeding 2 x

10^ NIH:OVCAR-3 cells/well in 96-well flat bottom tissue culture plates.

Before use, the cells were grown to confluency, washed with PBS and fixed with

0.25% glutaraldehyde in PBS for 10 minutes at room temperature. The wells were

then treated with 200 ug/ml pronase, trypsin (all from Sigma) in PBS or

neuraminidase in 0.1 M acetate buffer (pH=4.5). After incubation for 1 hour at

37 °C the wells were washed three times with PBS containing 10% FCS and

antibody was added at 10 ug/ml. After incubation the wells were washed once

more and peroxidase-labeled goat anti-mouse IgG (Boehringer, Mannheim) was

added to the wells. Following additional incubation and washing, substrate

(o-Phenylenediaraine, 1 mg/ml in 0.1 M acetate pH 5.0) was added, and after

development of the color reaction the 0D at 490 nra of individual wells was read

with an ELISA reader.

Binding Assay. Cell monolayers were prepared as above. To determine affinity

constants, the wells were incubated with 50 ul labeled antibody for 4 hours at

4°C in PBS containing 10% FCS and 0.1% NaN3. After 3 washes binding was

determined by counting the wells in a gamma counter. Association and
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dissociation experiments were performed on both life and fixed cells at room

temperature. For association experiments, monolayers were incubated with 50 ul

labeled antibody (100,000 cpm) in PBS containing 10% FCS, for different time

periods. For dissociation experiments, monolayers were incubated for 1 hour

with the same amount of *•"! labeled antibody. After washing, non-labeled

antibody was added at 100 ug/ml to prevent binding of dissociated antibody. At

different time intervals labeled antibody remaining bound to the cells was

determined by gamma counting.

Inhibition assay. NIH:OVCAR-3 monolayers were prepared, fixed and incubated for

1 hour at room temperature with 125I labeled 0C125 or 0V-TL3 mixed with

either cold 0C125, cold OV-TL3 or with serum or ascites samples from patients

with ovarian carcinoma. Bound antibody was determined by gamma counting.

Localization of antibodies in human ovarian carcinoma xenografts. Female

athymic Swiss-nu/nu mice (Taconic Inc. Germantown, NY), 5 to 8 weeks old were

given subcutaneous injections of 2.5 x 107 NIH:0VCAR-3 cells in the right

flank. After 3 weeks, when the tumors were approximately 1 cm in diameter, the

animals received 1 ug 125I labeled 0C125 or 0V-TL3 F(ab')2 (2-3 uCi) in the

retro orbital vein. To block iodine uptake in the thyroid , the mice received

0.1% saturated potassium iodide in the drinking water, starting one day prior

to the injection of the antibodies. At 24 and 120 hour after antibody

administration, mice were sacrificed (3 mice for each time point per antibody)

and the dissected tissues were weighed and analyzed by a gamma counter.

RESULTS

Analysis of Antigens by Immunoblotting. Ovarian cancer cell lysates were run on (
-

SDS polyacrylamide gels and blotted onto nitrocellulose. The nitrocellulose {

blots were then incubated with either 125I-labeled 0C125 or 0V-TL3, washed, i

and autoradiographed. 0C125 bound to a broad band with an apparent molecular

weight exceeding 200,000 daltons, which hardly entered the 3% stacking gel.

0V-TL3 bound to two bands with apparent molecular weights of 20,000 and 40,000

daltons (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Inununoblot from SDS-PAGE gels of NIH:0VCAR-3 cells. The cell lysates

were electrophoresed on 10% (A) or 7.5% (B) gels and blotted onto

nitrocellulose sheets. Blots were overlaid with radioiodinated OC125 (A) or

radioiodinated 0V-TL3.
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Enzymatic analysis of antigens. To investigate the nature of the antigens

recognized by the two monoclonal antibodies, plates with ovarian cancer cells

were treated with pronase, trypsin or neuraminidase, after which binding of the

antibodies was determined. Binding of 0C125 to NIH:OVCAR-3 cells decreased

after treatment with pronase, papain and trypsin, but increased slightly after

treatment with neuraminidase. Binding of OV-TL3 to NIH:OVCAR-3 cells decreased

after treatment with pronase and trypsin. Papain treatment had no effect and

neuraminidase treatment increased the binding of 0V-TL3 to NIH:OVCAR-3 cells

(Table 1). A control antibody, 115D8 (18), reactive with carbohydrate

determinants x>n NIH:OVCAR-3 cells, did not show reduced binding after

treatments with pronase, trypsin or papain, but binding was reduced after

neuraminidase treatment.

Table 1. Inhibition of antibody binding by pretreatment of NIH:0VCAR-3 cells

with various enzymes.

Antibody Enzyme

pronase papain trypsin neuraminidase

0C125 93 78 50 10

0V-TL3 18 0 15 -20

Cell monolayers were fixed with glutaraldehyde and treated with the various

enzymes. The monolayers were incubated with 0C125 or 0V-TL3 antibody (10

ug/ml), peroxidase labeled goat anti-mouse antibody and substrate. After

development of the color reaction, the 0D 490 nm of individual wells was read.

Numbers represent percentage of absorbency reduction as compared with control

conditions.
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Quantification of 0C125 and 0V-TL3 Binding to_ Ovarian Cancer Cell Lines.

Affinity constants and the number of antigenic determinants were estimated from

linear double-reciprocal plots (Figure 2) (19), of the binding of the

antibodies to NIH:OVCAR-3 cells. The affinity constant for 0C125 was 0.9 x

109 while that for 0V-TL3 was 1.6 x 109. The number of antigenic

determinants per cell was 6.0 x 106 for OC125 and 0.6 x 10° for OV-TL3.

Association and Dissociation of_ 0C125 and 0V-TL3. Association of the two

monoclonal antibodies was determined by measuring the amount of

antibody bound to life- and fixed NIH:0VCAR-3 cells after different incubation

periods (Figure 3). Association of 0C125 was slow, reaching 50% of maximum

binding in 125 minutes. 0V-TL3 associated much faster, with 50% binding in 30

minutes. There was no difference in the association rates for life and fixed

cells. Dissociation of 0C125 and 0V-TL3 was measured by incubating life and

fixed cells with *"I-labeled antibody for 1 hour, washing the cells, and

adding cold antibody at 100 ug/ml. At intervals, the proportion of antibody

bound to the cells was determined (Figure 4). 0C125 dissociated with a Tl/2 of

125 minutes from fixed cells and a Tl/2 of 85 minutes from life cells. For

0V-TL3 no difference in dissociation was noted between life and fixed cells.

However, antibody dissociation was biphasic with Tl/2's of 60 and 300 minutes.

Inhibition of_ Binding by_ Serum and Ascites Samples, 125i_iabeled antibody was

mixed with 1:5 dilutions of serum or ascites samples from ovarian carcinoma

patients. The mixtures were added to wells containing ovarian cancer cells and

the inhibition of antibody binding was determined after 60 minutes of

incubation. Figure 5 shows the binding inhibition of serum and ascites samples

on 0C125 and 0V-TL3. 0C125 binding was inhibited by some of the serum samples

and all the ascites samples and correlated with the CA125 content of the

samples. 0V-TL3 binding was not inhibited by any of the serum or ascites

samples.
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Figure 2. Double reciprocal plot of the binding of radioiodinated 0C125 or
0V-TL3 to NIH:0VCAR-3 cells. Monolayers of the cells were incubated with
dilutions of the radiolabeled antibodies in PBS containing 0.1% azide for 4
hours at 4°C, washed and counted in a gamma counter. o»binding of
125I-0C125, *-binding of 125I-0V-TL3.
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Figure 3. Kinetics of the binding of the antibodies to NIH:0VCAR-3 cells.

Monolayers of the cells were incubated with dilutions of the radiolabeled

antibodies at room temperature for different time periods, washed and counted

in a gamma counter. A. Binding of 125I-OC125 to glutaraldehyde fixed cells

(o) or non-fixed cells (•). B Binding of 125I-0V-TL3 to glutaraldehyde fixed

cells (o) or non-fixed cells (•).
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Figure 4. Kinetics of the dissociation of the antibodies from NIH:0VCAR-3 cells

Monolayers were incubated with the labeled antibodies at room temperature for 1

hour, washed and cold antibody was added at 100 ug/ml. At different time

intervals the wells were washed and counted in a gamma counter. A. Binding of
125I-OC125 to glutaraldehyde fixed cells (o) or non-fixed cells (•). B.

Binding of 125I-0V-TL3 to glutaraldehyde fixed cells (o) or non-fixed cells
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Figure 5. Inhibition of antibody binding by serum or ascites samples.

Monolayers of NIH:0VCAR-3 cells were fixed and incubated for 1 hour with

samples containing different amounts of CA125 antigen, mixed with radiolabeled

antibody. o= binding of 125I-0C125. •= binding of 125I-0V-TL3.
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Cross inhibition of the antibodies. Cross inhibition experiments were performed

to see whether the antibodies recognized similar epitopes on molecules.

Iodinated antibody was mixed with different concentrations of cold antibody,

and the binding of the labeled antibody to NIH:0VCAR-3 cells was determined

(Figure 6). Binding of OC125 could be completely inhibited by 0.1 mg/ml cold

0C125 but not by cold 0V-TL3. Similarly, binding of labeled 0V-TL3 could be

inhibited by cold 0V-TL3 but not by cold 0C125.

Localization in human ovarian cancer xenografts. The distribution of 125j

labeled OC125 and 0V-TL3 F(ab')2 in vivo was determined in athymic mice

bearing NIH:0VCAR-3 xenografts. Three animals were scarified for each antibody

at 24 hour and 120 hour after injection and their tissues were analyzed. Figure

7 shows the antibody uptake in the various tissues. No significant differences

between the two antibodies were found with respect to the uptake in blood, bone

marrow, intestine, fat, muscle and lung. At 24 hour after injection the uptake

of OC125 in liver and spleen was significantly higher than the uptake of 0V-TL3

in these organs. This difference was less apparent at 120 hour after injection.

The antibody uptake in the kidney was higher for 0V-TL3 at 24 hour as well as

at 120 hour after injection. The antibody uptake in tumor for OC125 and 0V-TL3

was similar at 24 hour after injection and about 5 times higher than the

antibody uptake in other tissues. At 120 hour after injection of the labeled

antibody, the uptake of OV-TL3 in tumor was about 7 times higher than the

uptake in other tissues and twice as high as the uptake of OC125 in the tumor.

DISCUSSION

The monoclonal antibodies OC125 and 0V-TL3 recognize distinct antigenic

determinants that are associated with human ovarian carcinomas and both show

similar distribution patterns on tissue sections of human organs and tumors.

OC125 binds to more than 80Z of nonmucinous ovarian carcinomas, including

tumors of serous, endoraetrioid, clear cell and undifferentiated histology (20).

Using a radioimmunometric assay, one can measure levels of CA125 antigen in the

serum and ascites of patients with ovarian carcinoma (21).
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Figure 6. Cross inhibition of the antibodies.

Monolayers of NIH:0VCAR-3 cells were fixed and incubated for 1 hour with

different concentrations of cold antibody, mixed with radiolabeled antibody. A.

binding of 125I-0C125 with different concentrations of cold OC125 (o) or

0V-TL3 (•). B. binding of 125I-0V-TL3 with different concentrations of cold

0C125 (o) or 0V-TL3 (•).
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Figure 7. Tissue distribution of the antibodies in NIH:0VCAR-3 bearing nude

mice.

Distribution at 24 (A) and 120 (B) hours after intravenous injection of the

antibodies. The mean of three animals is presented. SD was less than 10Z for

all tissues, except for tumor, where SD was less than 502 of the mean value.
125I-0C125 speckled bars, 125I-0V-TL3 hatched bars.
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0V-TL3 binds to ovarian carcinomas of serous, mucinous, endoraetrioid and

clear cell histology. The epithelial lining of a borderline malignant

papilliferous serous cystadenoma reacted weakly with the antibody, as did

ovarian cysts, a few endocervical invaginations and nabothian cysts (6).

Although several other antibodies to human ovarian carcinoma have been

described (1-7), we selected 0C125 and OV-TL3 because of their specificity for

these tumors and the limited reactivity with other tissues. We compared the two

monoclonal antibodies in terms of their interaction with ovarian carcinoma

cells and attempted to further characterize the antigens recognized by these

antibodies. For this study we used the human ovarian cancer cell line

NIH:OVCAR-3 because it can be grown in tissue culture as well as in nude mice.

0C125 recognized determinants on molecules with apparent weight of more

than 200,000 daltons, as analyzed by immunoblotting. The broad shape of the

band indicated that the antigen might be a glycoprotein with different degrees

of glycosilation. Enzymatic studies showed that the antigen was sensitive to

proteolytic digestion, indicating that the antigenic determinant is probably

protein in nature. Our results are in close agreement with those published by

Davis et al. (21) who found that the antigen had an apparent mass of 200,000 to

1000,000 dalton. These investigators showed that the buoyant density of the

antigen is between 1.25 and 1.35 g/ml, which may indicate that the antigen is

slightly glycosilated.

0V-TL3 recognized determinants on molecules with apparent molecular weights

of 20,000 and 40,000 dalton. Enzymatic studies revealed that the 0V-TL3 antigen

is only slightly sensitive to proteolytic digestion and that neuraminidase

treatment enhances antigen expression. This could mean that the antigen is a

glycoprotein and that the antigenic determinant is on the protein backbone.

Cross inhibition experiments on NIH:0VCAR-3 cells indicated that OC125 and

0V-TL3 recognize different antigenic determinants on these cells and that the

steric configuration does not hinder the antibodies when they are bound to the

cells. This might have implications for immunotherapy with these antibodies

because a higher dose of for instance radioactivity could be delivered to tumor

when the two antibodies, carrying radioactive isotopes, are combined in

therapy.
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The affinity constants for 0C125 and 0V-TL3 were similar and were 0.9 x

109 for OC125 and 1.6 x 109 for 0V-TL3. The number of antigenic

determinants per cell (NIH.-0VCAR-3) was 6 x 106 for OC125 and 0.6 x 106 for

0V-TL3. The rate of association of 0C125 was slow (50% of maximum binding after

125 minutes) compared with 0V-TL3 (50% binding after 30 minutes). Dissociation

rates for the two monoclonal antibodies also differed. 0C125 dissociated with a

Tl/2 of 125 minutes on fixed cells and 85 minutes on life cells, suggesting

that an active process may be involved in the dissociation of the antibody from

the life cells. 0V-TL3 showed no difference in dissociation rates from life or

fixed cells; however, the dissociation seemed to be biphasic, with apparent

Tl/2's of 60 and 300 minutes, suggesting that both low and high affinity

binding sites might be present on the cell surface of the tumor cells. Masuho

et al. (19) studied the interaction of 0C125 with ovarian cancer cells and

found similar affinity constants and numbers of antigens per cell. Dissociation

of OC125 was very slow in their study (Tl/2 exceeded 23 hours). Since they did

not include excess cold antibody after the initial incubation, rebinding of the

dissociated antibody could occur. Therefore, their measurements do not reflect

the dissociation rate. In our study, the association rate for 0C125 was slow

compared with that reported by Masuho et al., who found 50% binding after 1

hour of incubation. They used other cells, on which the antigen might be more

accessible than on the NIH:0VCAR-3 cells. We found that the kinetics of OC125

differed for purified antigen from tissue culture cells and antigen derived

from serum or ascites (data not shown), indicating that different antigenic

structures could exist.

Binding of OC125 to NIH:0VCAR-3 cells could be inhibited by serum or

ascites from ovarian carcinoma patients. This was expected, since other studies £

have shown that such samples contain CA125 antigen (8). 0V-TL3 binding was £

inhibited by neither of these samples, nor by supernatants of ovarian cancer j

cells grown in tissue culture, but homogenates of these cells were able to )

inhibit binding (data not shown). These results suggest that CA125 antigen is \

shed from ovarian cancer cells and is therefore found in the serum and ascites

of ovarian cancer patients.
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The distribution of the two monoclonal antibodies was evaluated in nude

mice bearing human ovarian carcinoma xenografts (NIH:OVCAR-3). The antibody

uptake in liver and spleen was higher for 0C125 than for OV-TL3 at 24 hour

after injection. As large amounts of CA125 are present in the serum and ascites

of these mice, it is very likely that the antibody forms complexes with the

circulating antigen. This phenomena has also been observed in ovarian cancer

patients injected with the antibody (22). These complexes could be cleared

through the liver and spleen, resulting in the higher uptake of 0C125 in these

organs. The antibody uptake in the kidney was higher for OV-TL3. This could be

due to reactivity of the antibody with structures in the kidney. Alternatively,

0V-TL3 could be dehalogenized faster than 0C125, resulting in a higher iodine

excretion. The uptake of the two antibodies into tumor was similar at 24 hour

after injection, and the uptake into tumor of OV-TL3 was higher than that of

0C125 at 120 hour after injection. OV-TL3 binds to fewer determinants on

NIH:0VCAR-3 cells than OC125, but had a higher association and lower

dissociation rate. Shedding of CA125 antigen could also have contributed to the

decreased binding of 0C125 at the later time point.

Antigenic modulation and shedding may be one of the factors that limit

effective serotherapy in_ vivo (23,24). Therefore, for cancer therapy it would

be important to choose antigenic targets that do not have this property.

Because of its histological similar reactivity with ovarian carcinoma, its

faster association and slower dissociation from ovarian cancer cells, and the

lack of shed antigen, 0V-TL3 might be a favorable candidate for

(radio)immunotherapy or radioimmunoscintigraphy of ovarian cancer than 0C125.
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Iodination of Monoclonal Antibodies
for Diagnosis and Radiotherapy
Using a Convenient One Vial Method
Hidde J. Haisma, Jo Hilgers, and Vincent R. Zurawski, Jr.

Centocor, Malvern, Pennsylvania; and The Netherlands Cancer Institute,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

We have developed a convenient system that can be used to iodinate monoclonal antibodies
for diagnosis or therapy. A vial, previously coated with 1,3,4,6-tetrachloro-3a, 6a-diphenyl
glycouril (iodogen), is used as a reaction vessel, lodination and separation of bound and free
iodide, using AG1-X8 ion exchange resin, are both accomplished in this vial. We found 90 ±
4% of the iodide which was added was incorporated, respectively, into each of four different
monoclonal antibodies evaluated. Approximately 90% of labeled antibody was recovered in
each case. The monoclonal antibody OC12S was labeled to specific activities up to 25 mCi/
mg. Immunoreactivities of 82 ± 2% using tM l and 66 ± 5% using 13'l were achieved. As the
radioiodination is done in one sealed vial and takes <15 min, this procedure is safe and can
be performed in any nuclear medicine laboratory. The final product, which is sterile and
apyrogenic, is suitable for diagnostic and radiotherapeutic applications.

J Nucl Med 27:1890-1895,1986

Oeveral laboratories have investigated the use of ra-
diolabeled polyclonal (1,2) and monoclonal antibodies
(3-6) as reagents for diagnostic tumor imaging. Re-
cently, bifunctional chclates also have been used to
label antibodies with indium-l 11 ( lnln) or gallium-67
C'7Ga) (7,8) for radioimmunoscintigraphic applications;
however, iodine-123 C~'I) or iodine-131 ('"!) have re-
mained radiolabels of choice in most instances (1-6,9).
Also, the use of radioiodinated polyclonal (10, II) and
monoclonal (12) antibodies as therapeutic agents has
been investigated. As monoclonal antibodies (13) with
more restricted tumor specificities become available it
is likely that specific clinical indications for their im-
munoscintigraphic or therapeutic applications will in-
crease. To achieve widespread use of such reagents for
these clinical applications, convenient, rapid and safe
radioiodination procedures need to be developed.

This paper describes a radioiodination technique for
antibodies which is rapid, simple, efficient and repro-
ducible, and which can be accomplished in most radio-
pharmaceutical laboratories with minimal hazard to
personnel.

Received Feb. 1.1. 1986; revision accepicd May 27. 1986.
For reprinls contact: Vincent R. Zurawski. Jr.. Centocor. 244

Great Valley Parkway, Malvern, PA 19355.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Iodine-131 was obtained at high specific activity as a
reductant free solution in NaOH pH7-l 1, containing 5
^g I per 100 mCi '"I at 200 mCi/ml. Iodine-125 (i:5I)
was obtained in a comparable solution at 500 mCi/ml.
iodogen (l,3,4,6-tetrachloro-3a, 6a-diphenyl glycouril)
and AG1-X8 ion exchange resin (100-200 mesh) were
both obtained from commercial sources.*

Four monoclonal antibodies were used in these stud-
ies: OCI25, 1116NS 19-9, 115D8, and Rl 1DI0. Anti-
body OCI25 (IgG,) is directed against the antigenic
determinant, CA125, found on the majority of epithe-
lial ovarian tumors (14), and has been used to develop
an immunoradiomelric assay (15). Similarly, antibody
II16NS 19-9 (IgGi), originally prepared against a co-
lorectal carcinoma cell line (16), has been used to
develop an immunoradiometric assay (17,18) and for
tumor visualization through radioimmunoscintigraphic
techniques (5,6,9). Antibody 1I5D8 was prepared
against human milk fat globules and binds to the ma-
jority of breast carcinomas (19). Antibody Rl IDI0 is
directed against human cardiac myosin (20). All other
chemicals used were of reagent grade quality and were
prepared as sterile, apyrogenic solutions.
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Radioiodination
Antibody was iodinated using a modification of the

iodogen method (2/). Labeling was done in 1 ml of
0.1M borate buffer at pH 8.3 and at room temperature
for 10 min in a 20-ml vial previously coated with
iodogen. The vial was coated as follows: 2 ml of chlo-
roform containing 50 n%/m\ iodogen were added to the
vial; the chloroform was allowed to evaporate overnight
in a fume hood at room temperature. Fifty micrograms
to one milligram of antibody was reacted with I to 10
mCi of '^1 or " '1 . The reaction was quenched with 2
ml ion exchange resin (AG1-X8) suspension, v/v 90%
resin in phosphate buffered saline at pH 7.4 containing
1% bovine serum albumin (BSA). After I min the
suspension was withdrawn from the vial and sterile
filtered into another uncoated and sterile vial ready for
use (Fig. 1). The recovery of radiolabeled antibody was
calculated as follows. At the completion of the reaction
and prior to adding the ion-exchange resin suspension,
the total radioactivity in the vial was determined. Then
a 5-jul sample was removed from the reaction vial which
was used to determine the fraction of radioactivity
which was trichloroacetic acid precipitable. From this
data a theoretical yield of radioiodinated antibody could
be computed. Following filtration into another vial the
radioactivity was again measured. The fraction of re-
covered radioactivity compared with the theoretically
calculated radiolabeled antibody was defined as the
antibody recovered.

x 100.

Antibody recovered

_ total radioactivity recovered
total radioactivity added x fraction

radioactivity TCA precipitable

Resin Capacity/Concentration/Time
To determine the capacity of the anion exchange

resin for iodide, 1 ml of a 60% (v/v) resin suspension
was prepared in a 1, 0.1. 0.01. or 0.001M Nal solution.
Approximately 0.01 iiCi of Na':5I was added to this
suspension. After 5 min the samples were centrifuged

at 1,000 g for 10 sec and the amount of free iodide was
assayed by counting 100 id of the supernatant, and
computing the percentage of total counts remaining in
solution. The minimal concentration of resin (v/v)
required to bind free iodide was determined in a similar
fashion. Different concentrations of resin (1-90%. v/v)
in 0.1 M borale. pH 8.3. were exposed to 0.01 /uCi Na
'-sl which was added and incubated for 10. 30. 60, 120
and 300 sec. Free iodide was assayed as above: the
removal of free iodide was virtually complete by 10 sec.

Assay of Percent Incorporated Iodine and Free Iodine
in Final Product

Prior to the addition of ion exchange resin, a sample
was withdrawn from the iodination vial and assayed for
free and bound iodide using gel filtration high perform-
ance liquid chromatography (HPLC). A TSK 3000
column (30 cm) with 0.2A/ phosphate buffer as eluent
at 1 ml/min was used. HPLC equipment was fitted
with a uv monitor U14 nm) and a radiation detector.
Final product, which had been mixed with ion exchange
resin and filtered, was assayed in identical fashion.
Percent iodide incorporation was accomplished by cal-
culating the surface area under the peak of the radiation
profile of antibody and free iodide.

Immunoreactivity
Assay of the immunoreactivity was performed as

described (22) for both OC125 and 115D8 antibodies,
respectively. To one concentration of radiolabeled an-
tibody serial dilutions of OVCA 433 (23) cells were
added and incubated for 4 hr at 4°C. The cells were
washed and cell bound radioactivity was determined.
To calculate the immunoreactivity, the ratio of total
applied to specifically bound radioactivity (A/S) was
plotted against the inverse of cell concentration (1/C).

Estimates of the immunoreactivity of 1116NS 19-9
or Rl 1D10 were made by determining the fractional
binding of a sample of the radiolabeled antibodies to
an affinity chromatography column. Either cardiac my-
osin or 19-9 monoclonal antibody was coupled to
CNBr-activated Sepharose 4B. Columns of 0.5 x 2 cm

Add Iodine
ond

Monoclonol Antibody

Incubate

t-2 mm.

Withdraw
Solution

Add Resin
1o Solution

JFFihFilter Solution

1 0.22jim Fillet

- Finol Produci

FIGURE 1
Schematic diagram of iodination
method. To a vial previously coated
with iodogen, monoclonal antibody
and radioactive iodide are added.
After 5 min of incubation AG1-X8
resin is injected into vial and after
another 1-2 min solution is drawn
from vial. After passing through 0.22-
ian filter, product is ready for injec-
tion
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were used in each case. Columns with 19-9 antibody
attached were exposed to a m ultivalent CA 19-9 antigen
preparation prior to use. A small sample of radiolabeled
monoclonal antibody either 19-9 or R11DI0 (~0.01
nCi) was applied to the appropriate column in each
case and the eluant was monitored for radioactivity. In
the case of 19-9, bound radiolabeled antibody was
eluted from the 19-9/CA 19-9 column using 3A/
NH..SCN. Radiolabeled Rl ID10 was eluted from the
myosin column using O.lAf glycine HC1 buffer at pH
3.5. Immunoreactivity was defined as the percentage of
retained antibody applied to the column. Nonspecific
binding to either column was always <2%.

Quality Control
Sodium dodecylsulfate-polyacrylamide gel electro-

phoresis (SDS-PAGE) was performed on antibody sam-
ples prior to and after radioiodination to verify purity
of the antibody preparations and identify protein con-
taining radiolabel.

Ten percent polyacrylamide gels were utilized. Anti-
body preparations were reduced in dithioerythritol
(DTT), boiled in 1% SDS solution in O.IM Tris-HCI
pH 6.8 and applied to stacking gels (24).

Product sterility prior to and after radiolabeling was
tested by incubating I ml of purified product with
thioglycolate medium for 2 wk at 37*C. Potential py-
rogenicity was tested using the Limulus Amebocyte
Lysate (LAL) method. Material proved to be sterile and
contained less than one endotoxin U/ml in all cases,
which was used as an operational definition of apyro-
genicity.

RESULTS

Radiolabeling of Monoclonal Antibodies
Figure 1 illustrates schematically the system devel-

oped for radioiodination of monoclonal antibodies. The
system utilizes a sealed iodogen coated reaction vial, a
buffered monoclonal antibody solution, ion exchange
resin suspension and 0.22 urn filter to obtain, in <IO
min, a final sterile, apyrogenic product ready for injec-
tion.

Typical results of iodination using this system are
illustrated by the reaction of the antibody OC125. In-
corporation of iodide into OC125 usually appeared to
reach its maximum by 5 min of incubation; however,
incubation was often done for 10 min to assure com-
plete reaction. Free iodide was removed using a strong
anion exchange resin with a high affinity for iodide.
One milliliter of 60% resin could bind up to 0.01M of
Na!. There was no increase in the percentage iodide
removed after 0.5 min of incubation (Materials and
Methods). Usually, incubations were allowed to proceed
for 1-2 min. Typical HPLC profiles of the reaction
mixtures prior to and after removal of free iodide by

ELUTION TIME (min)
FIGURE 2
Removal of free iodide by AG1-X8 ion-exchange resin.
Typical HPLC gel filtration profiles of radiolabeled OC125
IgG immediately following iodination (A) and after addition
of AG1-X8 resin (B) are illustrated. Removal of iodide ions
from antibody preparation is confirmed by disappearance
of second peak (free radioactive iodide) which ekites at
interstitial volume (Vi) of column

the resin are shown in Figs. 2A and 2B, respectively.
Additionally, the reaction mixtures were electro-
phoresed on polyacrylamide SDS gels which were then
scanned for radioactivity. Only immunoglobulin heavy
and light chains contained radioactivity. No other ra-
dioactive peaks were noted, as illustrated in Fig. 3 with
the OCI25 antibody. The anion exchange resin buffer
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FIGURE 3
SOS polyacrylamide gel analysis and
radiation profile of radiolabeled
OC125 IgG under reduced condi-
tions. To 10% polyacrylamide slab
gel, 100,000 cpm of radiolabeled an-
tibody in 1% BSA was applied. Un-
labeled purified OC125 antibody was
run side-by-side in same gel with
small amount of BSA added to serve
as internal standard. After develop-
ment and drying, gel was scanned
for radioactivity at 1 cm/min with 10
sec integration time. Significant ra-
dioactivity was detected only in
heavy and light chains of reduced
antibody preparation

utilized in these experiments contained 1.0% BSA. yet
no significant labeling of this BSA could be observed
(Fig. 3). despite the fact that the total protein applied
to this gel contained a minimum of 99.5% BSA and
only 0.5% or less antibody.

Free iodide was not detected in the final product in
the majority of cases. Seven of 13 preparations were
completely free of iodide. In the other six instances
fractions of free iodide remaining ranged from (0.7 to
3.4%; mean 1.72 + 0.95%).

The removal of fhe resin from the reaction mixture
was achieved by filtration through a 0.22-iim Millex
filter which at the same time sterilized the product.

The immunoreactivity of the iodinaled OC125 was
determined using the cell binding assay (22) described
in the Methods section. Plots of A/S versus 1/C for
[i:'l]OC125 and [niI]OC125 are shown in Fig. 4. Re-
sults of all iodinations are summarized in Table 1. The
immunoreactivity of iodinated OCI25 was 82 ± 8%
(range 73-96%) for ':-l and 65 + 5% (range 59-71%)
for '-"I. The immunoreactivity slightly decreased with
higher specific activities, being ~83% for 1-5 mCi/mg
l:'l and -73% for 25-30 mCi/mg l2>I. For "'I, immu-
noreactivity dropped from -71% for 1-5 mCi/mg to
-63% for 25-30 mCi/mg.

For eight replicate experiments using ':sI and four
replicate experiments using '"I to label OC125 it was
found that incorporation was 90 ± 4% in each case
(Table 1) using the final reaction system. The final
filtered product was always found to be sterile and
apyrogenic. Following sterilization, recovery of iodide
in the final product was 80-90% and final rec v. •, of
antibody was never <80%.

Besides OC125 other monoclonal antibodies were
tested in this system. Both IgG, and IgG: antibodies
could be iodinated successfully. In every case incorpo-
ration of iodide exceeded 90% and immunoreactivities

A/S

1.435 -
1.384

0.3 0.6

1/C (ml/106)
1.2

FIGURE 4FIGURE 4
Plot of A/S versus 1/C for radiolabeled OC125 antibody.
Immunoreactivity of "5Mabeted OC125 (•) and 131Mabeted
OC125 (O) were determined as described in "Methods'1

section
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TABLE 1

Incorporation of Radioactive Iodide and Immunoreactivity of Various Monoclonal Antibodies

Antibody Radionuclide Replicates

Fraction of
iodine

incorporated
(%)

Immunoreactivity
final product (%)

OC125(lgG.)
OC125(lgG,)
1116NS19-9(lgG.)
R11D10(lgG:>J
11508(19620)

,25,

13.,

,25,

.25,

.25,

8
4
4
2
2

90 ±4
90 ±4
90 ±4
89 ±1
88 + 4

82 + 8
66 ±5
72 ±4
86 + 2
77 ±7

all exceeded 70% (Table 1). Final reagents were always
sterile and apyrogenic.

DISCUSSION

In this paper we describe an easy and reproducible
method for iodinalion of monoclonal antibodies. An-
tibody OCI25. which reacts with >80% of ovarian
cancers, was used as a model to evaluate the method-
ology. Additionally, three other antibodies. 1116NS 19-
9. 115D8. and Rl ID10 also were tested in the system.
Incorporation of iodide was -90% and in each case the
radiolabeled antibodies had immunoreactivities of 65-
85%. We used an ion exchange resin to remove free
from bound iodide. This was accomplished by injecting
2 ml of 90% resin into the reaction vial. From 98-
100% of nonbound iodide was removed within seconds.
Absorbance of antibody to the resin was 5-10% and
did not change significantly after addition of carrier
protein (e.g.. BSA). However, carrier protein could be
added to the resin solution to minimize radiation dam-
age to the protein. This did not result in labeling of the
carrier protein since the iodide was very rapidly bound
to the resin. The reaction volume of 1 ml makes the
method potentially useful for iodinalion of up to
hundreds of milligrams of antibody with large amounts
of radioactive iodine.

We utilized the iodogen labeling method to develop
this vial system. This labeling method does minimal
damage to the protein during the iodination (21). The
reaction is slow relative to chloramine T iodination;
however, it is consequently more controllable and still
complete in ~5 min. These advantages and the perform-
ance noted in this study recommend the iodogen
method in this system. With minor modifications to
the one vial system, solid phase lactoperoxidase iodi-
nations might also be performed.

The labeling system described is remarkably simple
when compared to other iodinalion techniques (25,
26). ft eliminates the need for pumps, columns, etc., as
well as transfers between various vessels with potential
reductions in yield. All transfers to and from the single
iodination vial arc made with syringes so exposure of

volatile iodide is minimized. If evacuated vials are used,
no positive pressure is developed in the vial so leaking
of radioactive material is minimized. Additionally, all
buffers used in this system can be prepared in advance
and can be stored for months. We used iodogen vials
after up to 12 mo of storage (-4°C) with no loss of
activity. Given the excellent reproducibility of the sys-
tem it seems likely that the need for measurement of
immunoreactivity of antibody obtained from each la-
beling procedure may also be reduced or eliminated.

One vial iodinations as described here can be per-
formed conveniently in any radionuclide laboratory.
Consequently, this system will allow broad use of radi-
oiodinated monoclonal antibodies with less restriction
to specialized centers. This eventually could extend the
use of these reagents for immunoscintigraphic diagnos-
tic procedures as well as antibody-guided radiation
therapy.

FOOTNOTE

' Pierce Chemical Co.. Rockford. IL. and Bio-Rad Labo-
ratories. Richmond. CA. respectively.
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Specific localization of In-111-labeled monoclonal antibody
versus 67-Ga-labeled immunoglobulin
in mice bearing human breast carcinoma xenografts

H. Hmism*'3, W. Goedeaaas*, M. de Joag2, J. Hikens1, J. Hilgers1, H. DuBens3, and W. Den Otter3

1 Division of Tumor Biology, The Netherlands Cancer Institute, Plesmanlaan 121, 1066 CX Amsterdam. The Netherlands
- Byk Mallinckrodt C1L BV, P.O. Box 3. 1755 ZG. Petten, The Netherlands
' Department of Pathology, State University Ulrecht, Pasteurstraat 2, 3S1I HX Utrecht. The Netherlands

Summary. A murine monoclonal antibody reacting with more
than 95% of all breast cancers was radiolabeled with In-Ill and
injected IP into nude mice bearing human breast carcinoma
xenografts, together with Ga-67-labeled normal mouse immu-
noglobulin. Images were produced with a gamma camera in
dual isotope mode. Tumors could be localized clearly with
In-Ill-labeled specific monoclonal antibody, but improved
visualization was obtained after computer-assisted subtraction
of the image with Ga-67-labeled nonspecific immunoglobulin.
The tumor-to-tissue contrast was improved from 2.3 to 5.9 after
subtraction. Imaging with In-Ill-radiolabeled monoclonal
antibody was superior to imaging with iodinated antibody. For
the first time it was shown that images of two chemically related
isotopes, Ga-67 and ln-111. coupled to nonspecific and specific
antibody, respectively, and simultaneously injected, can be
subtracted to show the preferential uptake of the specific
antibody in the tumor. As these isotopes are routinely used in
clinical practice this technique may prove to be more practical
for immunodeteclion of tumors in patients than existing imaging
techniques.

latrofectioa

The potential use of radiolabeled antibodes for tumor
detection, as first suggested by Paul Ehrlich [S], has proved
clinically useful [4. 7. 10. 17). The development of the
monoclonal antibody technique |13| has added a new interest
in this approach. With this technique it is possible to produce
homogeneous populations of antibodies against tumor-associ-
ated antigens. Although radiolabeled antibodies bind to tumor
cells rapidly in vivo, a significant amount of radioactivity
remains in the blood and localizes in the reticuloendothelial
system (16]. This made it necessary to improve the images by
(2| subtracting of blood-pool radioactivity with other radio-
agents |3) to enhance the ratio of tumor to nontumor
radioactivity. Other workers used radiolabeled Fab and Fab2
fragments |2| instead of whole immunogtobulin. These are
more rapidly cleared from the bloodstream and accumulate in
the reticuloendothelial sytem to a lesser degree, due to lack of
the Ft portion. Nevertheless, some investigator! find little
benefit in the use of these fragments over whole immunoglob-
ulin |8|, and use subtraction of Mood-pool activity. Pressman
el al. 118) described a paired libeling method using specific and
nonspecific immunoglobulin radiolabeled with 1-131 and 1-125,

respectively. Subtraction of the images gave the required
specific localization. However, 1-125 cannot be used in human
patients because of its low-energy gamma radiation, instead.
Tc-99m-labeled albumin and Tc-99mO4 are used for substrac-
tion of blood-pool radioactivity. This type of imaging,
however, exposes the patient to additional radiation and
discomfort, especially when more scans are made at different
times and Tc-99m has to be injected separately each time
before imaging, because of its short half-life. Furthermore,
radiolabeled albumin and pertechnetate hardly resemble
nonspecific antibody distribution, because of their different
biological nature. This method is a potential source of error
and is therefore not the optimal choice (3. 15|.

The present study describes a subtraction technique in a
nude mouse human tumor xenografl system using specific and
nonspecific mouse immunoglobulin radiolabeled with two
chemically related isotopes: In-111 and Ga-67. each having a
half-life of about 2.5 days. As the isotopes have different
photon energy peaks, separate images could be obtained with a
dual isotope gamma camera. Both radiolabcled antibodies
were injected simultaneously and images were obtained up to 5
days after injection. In this experimental model a clear and
important improvement of tumor imaging was shown.

Offprint requests to: H. HWHM

Material a
Antibodies. Mouse monoclonal antibody II5D8 raised against
human milk fat globule membranes (HMFG) has been
described previously (11]. The antibody reacts with more than
95% of all breast cancers evaluated and is present on many
epithelia and their tumors.

The antibody was produced in large amounts by culturing
hybridomas in tissue culture medium (DMEM) supplemented
with 10% fetal calf serum and purified on protein A-Sepharose
columns as described elsewhere (7). Normal mouse IgG was
purified in a similar way, but with normal mouse serum as the
starting material. Antibody reactivity was tested in an indirect
two-stage immunoperoxidase procedure on sections of the
MDA-MB-157 tumor and on sections of normal murine
tissues. Biological activity after labeling was tested in an
EL1SA |14| system using HMFG membranes as antigen.

Radiotabeling. ln-111 and Ga-67 (Byk Mallinckrodt CIL BV.
Petten) were coupled to the immunoglobulin* at described by
Hnalowkh at al. (12] using the bicyclic anhydride of DTP A.
Briefly, t solution of antibody in phosphate-buffered saline.
pH 7.4 (PBS) was added to the solid anhydride and agitated for
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5 nun. Quantitatively I mol protein was reacted with 50 mol
bievclic DTPA anhydride, l ive 1)1 PA was removed by gel
hlliaii.m using Scphadex (i 511. Then 1.5 mCi In-111 or (ia-n7
«;i<> added hi 1.5 mi; protein-l)Tl'A. and incubated for 2(1 min.
The total reaction volume was 2 ml. As gallium and indium
were formulated as citrate ami oxinalc. respectively |''|.
coupling at neutral pi I with I'BS as buffer was possible.
Inbound In-Ill or Cia-(i7 was removed bv s;el filtration on
Sephadex (i 511.

lodinaiion of monoclonal antibody 1150N was performed
according li> lipcnelos el al. |7|. A solution of antibody.
I ins ml in PBS. was mixed with 111 ill potassium iodide
li.Smmoll together wit'i 5nK'i 1-123 (Techniea) l'nivcrsin
Ijndhovcn. The Netherlands), and transferred to a tube
pre\iously coated with 2(1 us; lodogen (Pierce Chemicals). The
iodogen lube was shaken and the iodination reaction was
allowed to proceed lor 15 min. Nonbound iodine was removed
by lie I filtration on a I'D 111 column.

liimi'i jtrinnh. lemalc nude mice ((.'.Ml mi mil received St'
implants of MIM-MH-157 tumor cells in suspension |<i|.
Tumors of 11.5-I.Hem were produced 2 - 3 weeks alter
inoculation.

/// r/iv hn'tilhiitiiw. Mice hearing tumors l l .5- l . i l cm in
diameter receiicd eilher 5IX)u('i 1-123 labeled monoclonal
antibody or NIKhiCi In-Ill labeled II5PS monoclonal anti-
body ami SIHIuCi (ia-d? labeled normal mouse immunogloh-
ulin in a simile IP injection. Mice were ancsthesi/eil will)
Ni-nihul.il ami fixed under the camera. Scanning was per-
loiincd with a Siemens gamma camera fitted with a low-energy
collimator for 1-123 imaging, or in dual isotope mode, with a
medium-energy collimalor for ln-111 and (>a-h7 imaging. The
high photon peak of In-111 (247 kcV) and the low photon peak
of (ia-n7 ('XI keV) were selected for \ isiialization of the specific
and nonspecific antibody, respectively. ( ompiiteri/ed subtrac-
lii in of hi nil images was done using normalization on total
counts per imate. counts in a normal area (head), or correction
lor the different coimliiiu efficiency of the two images, lor the
latter purpose standards of both isotopes were also scanned in
both isotope channels.

Results

/.«/•<-ling with In-Ill tintl (iu-<>7

Specific activity ranged from 5(KI- l.5(K)i(<"i mp protein
I lK- l l l ' nuil indium mo! antibody or J.5 • Id" inol pi\-
lium niol antibody), and yielded reproducible results. The
slahility of (he radiolabeled antibodies was tested by perform-
ing pel filtration «rf samples stored at 4"C and -Kf C. Hie
radiolahelcd antibody preparation was stable at 4° C but not at
41 r C. After I day at 4ir <' in PBS. 2tt'i of Ihe isotope is lost
from the antibody but the remaining radioactivty is stable over
time. Addition of t'VP. albumin, dextran. or sugars could
Mahili/c the anlibodv-isotope bond, and studies are in progress
to test these compounds as stabilizing agents. The biological
activity of the labeled antibodies was retained and was in no
case less than Htl'r of the original activity as lested in the
I I ISA system. Monoclonal antibody II5DK was highly
reactive with Ihe MOA-MB-157 tumor. The antibody did not
cross react with murine tissues.

analyses

tumors were visible 24 h lo 5 days after injection of labeled
anlihodt. Imaging with Ihe In-I Il-radiolabcled antibody was

Fig. I. Antirnufy scans uf ;i mouse bearing: a human mamnurv timuir.
MPA-MK-157, in Ihe lelt Hank ai 5 days alter iniiciion nl r.uliol.ilult-d
antibodies. (Al Antihtidv scan <tl riidiolabeleil iiiins|H'cilic nnnuiiio-
illobulin: (B| Aiuilvuly scan ot r.i(liolal>eled nion.iil.in.il aniibmlv
115DK; ((') Suhslracled linage tit A and I) uiih iiorniali/aiitin lor total
eminis per image

superior to imaging with unlimited antibody, the tumor-to-tis-
sue nilios being 2» and 1.7. respectively. A typical example of
dual isotope imaging with In-111 and Cia-ft7 is shown in lig. I.
In (he specific ami also in the nonspecific antibody scans, a high
liver uptake was seen. Table I shows that both radiolabeled
antibodies can be visualized with a dual isotope camera fined
with a medium-energy collimator. The contribution of the l»n
isotopes in the other isotope channels is only 4'V ((ia-<i7 in
In-Ill channel) and III.K'; (In-Ill in (ia-d7 channel). We
Used Ihrce different subtraction lcchnu|iics namely: normali-
zation on lolal counts per image, normalization for a normal
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Table I. (ounting efficiencies of In-111 ami Cia-d7 in different isotope
channels

In-lll

f>9.3 counts/uCi

(ia-67

2.8 counts/uCi
(4';f)

126(1 counls'uCi

In-) 11 channel
(247 keV)

<J;i-67 channel J3.f> counis/uCi
(WkcV) ( l l r f )

Two standards containing 225 uCi In-lll ;uid 3(W uCi Ga-f>7 wore
counted with a duul isotope gamma camera filled with a medium
energy eollimator. For In-Ill the high-energy photon peak was
selected (247 keV. window 2iV't) and for Cia-67 the low-energy photon
peak {KH) keV, window 2()r-i). The counting efficiency of both isotopes
in ihe different channels was determined. Figures in parentheses give
the contribution of the nonselected isotope in the other isotope
channel. (Standards were counted for 10 min)

Table 2. Tumor-io-tissue ratios'* of monoclonal antibody 115DX and
normal mouse immunoglobulin. radiolabeled with different iso-
topes

Label 24 h 12(1 h

Tumor Tissue Tumor Tissue

In- l l l
(ia-67
In-l l l
1-123

II5DX
n. m.h IgCi
- Ga-hl

II5DX

2.9
2.ft
3.1
1.7

±
4

+

ll.-l
11.5
11.5
0.1

2.3
1.5
5.9

i 0.5
+ 0.1
± 1.4

1
1
1

I _

Tumor-to-lissue ratio: left flank with tumor compared with right
flank without tumor (three mice per groupl
n. m : normal mouse

area (head), and normalization of both images, correcting for
Ihe different counting efficiency for both images. All different
subtraction techniques dearly visualized the tumors. The
specific localization of the monoclonal antibody 11SDK as
indicated by the specific- to nonspecific antibody activity ratio
(specificity index) in the tumor was 3.1. By using subtracted
images the lumor-to-tissuc contrast (left flank with tumor
versus right flank) was raised from 2.3 to 5.9 even 5 days after
injection of antibody (Table 2). Ga-67. injected as citrate, did
not localize in the tumor.

Dhcwaiom

Many reports have shown that antibodies arc suitable vehicles
for selective transport of radionuclides to tumor tissue in the
body. In most studies specific localization of tumors was
obtained only after subtraction of Tc-99m-albumin and
Tc-99mO4 activity in the blood. This nonspecific label was
injected just before imaging. In such studies I-131-lanclcd
antibodies were used. 1-131 has the disadvantage of betara-
diation and poor imaging characteristics. Other workers have
used 1-123 |7], which involves no beta radiation and has
favorable imaging characteristics, but has the drawback that
Tc-V9m cannot be used for substruction because Ihe gamma
camera cannot differentiate the similar energies of the photon
peaks of 1-123 and Tc-99m. The shorter half-life of 1-123
(13.3 h) is also a disadvantage for tumor imaging, as most
tumors cannot be visualized earlier than 24 h after injection.
We used specific and nonspecific antibody labeled with two
isotopes that thave comparable chemical properties: In-lll

and Oa-fi7. Neither of these isotopes has beta radiation, and
the half-life of each is about 2.5 days. By using these isotopes it
is possible to administer specific and nonspecific antibody in
one injection. In this study we present the preferential
localization of monoclonal antibody 11SL>K over normal mouse
immunoglobulin in human tumor xenograftv We found a
rather high liver activity of both I n - l l l - and Cia-f>7-laheled
antibodies, as is also reported elsewhere with In-111-labeled
antibodies | l . 19|. This is likely to be due to loss of label and
breakdown i>f labeled antibody. 1 lowcver. by subtracting both
isotope images the liver activity was eliminated, yielding a
clear and distinct tumor localization which was superior to
imaging with iodinated antibody.

Arkntm-U'tliit'nu'tih. This work was done with the aid of a grant (NKI
X2-1) from the Queen Wilhelmina Foundation for the Fight against
Cancer in the Netherlands. We thank the Department of Nuclear
Medicine of The Netherlands Cancer Institute (H. Marcuse. C.
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SUMMARY

The biodistribution and pharmacokinetics of two monoclonal antibodies

specific for ovarian carcinoma, 0C125 and OV-TL3, were studied in nude mice

bearing intraperitoneally growing human ovarian carcinoma xenografts of

NIH:OVCAR-3. The ovarian carcinoma xenografts grew as non-adherent cells in

ascites and as solid implants in the peritoneal cavity of injected mice. The

biodistribution and pharmacokinetics were determined by measurement of

radioactivity in tumor masses, ascites, blood and other tissues after

intravenous and intraperitoneal injection of radioiodinated F(ab'>2 fragments

of the monoclonal antibodies. The specificity of the observed tumor

localization was then evaluated by comparing the uptake of the anti-ovarian

carcinoma antibodies 0C125 and 0V-TL3 with the uptake of a radioiodinated

non-ovarian carcinoma specific monoclonal antibody, A2C6.

The results of the study indicate that the uptake of the anti-ovarian

carcinoma antibodies was highest in the non-adherent tumor cells in the ascites

after intraperitoneal injection. The observed antibody uptake was 85% injected

dose/gram for OV-TL3 and 22% injected dose/gram for 0C125. This compares to the

observed antibody uptake of 9% injected dose/gram for OV-TL33 and less than 1%

injected dose/gram for 0C125 in solid tumor masses after intraperitoneal

injection. After intravenous injection, the antibody uptake into tumor of OC125

and OV-TL3 was less than 3% injected dose/gram, both for non-adherent tumor

cells and solid tumor masses.

The data support the conclusion that OV-TL3 is superior to OC125 and that

intraperitoneal administration of radiolabeled monoclonal antibody F(ab')2

fragments is superior to intravenous administration of radiolabeled monoclonal

antibody F(ab')2 fragments for immunotherapy of ovarian carcinoma.
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INTRODUCTION

Animal models have been developed to study che possible use of monoclonal

antibodies in cancer detection and therapy (Goldenberg et al. 1981, Buchegger

et al. 1983, Colcher et al. 1983, Zalcberg et al. 1983, Redwood et al. 1984,

Zalcberg et al. 1984, Badger et al. 1985, Ballou et al. 1985). These systems

involve the production of subcutaneous tumor nodules and subsequent intravenous

or intraperitoneal administration of monoclonal antibodies. In general, the

studies conducted with these systems have shown preferential localization of

the monoclonal antibodies in the tumor nodules and reduction in tumor size when

the antibodies were coupled to "lj.

These studies raise the question of accessibility of the monoclonal

antibodies to malignancies located at other sites. This question is

particularly important in cases of ovarian carcinoma. In these cases, the tumor

is most commonly contained within the peritoneal cavity and possibly accessible

to monoclonal antibodies by either the intraperitoneal or intravenous route of

administration.

The purpose of the present study was to compare the pharmacokinetics and

biodistribution of radioiodinated Ffab1^ fragments of two IgG antibodies,

0C125 (Bast et al. 1981) and OV-TL3 (Poels et al. 1986), after intravenous and

after intraperitoneal injection. The antibodies have previously been shown to

be specific for human ovarian carcinoma. A human xenograft model was used in

which the tumor, MIH:OVCAR-3, was transplanted intraperitoneally into nude

mice. The model closely approximates the clinical situation encountered in

cases of human ovarian carcinoma. Injected mice develope ascites and

intraabdominal disease and have high levels of a tumor associated antigen

(CA125) which has been shown to be present in 82% of patients with malignant

non-mucinous epithelial tumors of the ovary (Kabawat et al. 1983).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell line. The human ovarian cancer cell line NIH:OVCAR-3 (Hamilton et al.

1984) was maintained by intraperitoneal transplantation of 2 x 10' cells in 5

to 8 week old female athymic Swiss-nu/nu mice (Taconic Inc. Germantown, NY).

Tumor cells were obtained by washing the peritoneal cavity with PBS (phosphate

buffered saline: 140 mM NaCl, 0.15 mM KH2PO4, 8 mM Na2HPO4'7H2, pH

7.2).

Monoclonal antibodies. The monoclonal antibodies 0C125 (Bast et al. 1981),

OV-TL3 (Poels et al. 1986) and A2C6 (Zurawski et al. 1983) have been previously

described. 0C125 and OV-TL3 are specific for ovarian carcinoma and A2C6 is

specific for the hepatitis B surface antigen. Hybridomas were grown either in

tissue culture or as ascites in BALB/c mice. To purify the antibodies, the

mouse ascites or hybridoma tissue culture supernatant was filtered through a

0.22 um filter. The pH of the resulting solution was adjusted to 8.0 with 1.0 M

Tris-HCl and the solution was then placed onto a protein A-Sepharose column

equilibrated with 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.0. The unbound proteins were removed from

the column by washing with the equilibration buffer until no further change in

absorption at 280 nra was seen. The antibodies were then eluted with 0.1 M

citrate (pH 3.0). Fractions containing the purified antibody were pooled,

concentrated and dialyzed against 0.9% saline solution. F(ab')2 fragments

were prepared as described elsewhere (Johnstone et al. 1982). The protein

concentration was determined by measuring the absorption at 280 nra, assuming a

reading of 1.4 for a concentration of 1 mg/ml.

Radioiodination. Iodination of A2C6, OC125 and 0V-TL3 F(abf)2 fragments was

performed as described (Haisma et al. 1986a). Briefly, 200 ug of antibody in

0.1 M borate buffer (pH 8.2) were mixed with 1 mCi 125I in a vial previously

coated with 1 ml iodogen (50 ug/ml). After 10 minutes of incubation at room

temperature, a sample was removed to determine the amount of incorporated

iodine. One ml of AG1-X8 resin (Bio-Rad, Richmond, CA) previously mixed with

PBS containing 1% BSA was then added to the vial to absorb unbound iodine.
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This reaction mixture was then filtered through a 0.22 urn filter to remove the

resin and sterilize the product. The immunoreactivity of the purifitd

antibodies was determined after iodination according to Lindmo (Lindmo et al.

1984) using NIH:0VCAR-3 cells and was greater than 80% in all cases. Specific

activities ranged from 0.3 to 0.4 uCi/uMol of active antibody.

Determination of distribution of the radiolabeled F(ab')2 fragments in_ tumor

bearing mice. Injected mice developed ascites four to six weeks after

intraperitoneal injection of the NIH:0VCAR-3 tumor cells. At this time, the

mice were given 1 ug of 125I labeled 0C125 or 0V-TL3 F(ab')2 fragments. For

intraperitoneal injection, the antibody was diluted in 1.0 ml PBS. For

intravenous injection, the antibody was diluted in 0.5 ml PBS and injected into

the retro-orbital vein. At 1, 4, 24 and 48 hours after injection, the mice were

sacrificed by ether anesthesia and blood was drawn by direct heart puncture.

Three mice were used for each time point, for each route of administration and

for each antibody. Ascites and cells were harvested by washing the peritoneal

cavity with 5 ml PBS. The resulting suspension was then centrifuged for 5

minutes at 300 g to separate the cells and fluid. The tissues chosen for study

were then dissected from the mice and weighed, and the radioactivity was

measured by gamma counting. The antibody uptake in the tumor and other tissues

was calculated as the percent of the injected dose per gram of tissue. The

specificity index of tumor localization was calculated by dividing the uptake

of the specific monoclonal antibodies into tumor by the uptake of the

non-specific antibody into tumor. The localization index was calculated by

dividing the antibody uptake into tumor by the antibody uptake in other

tissues.

Immunohistochemistry and autoradiography. The presence of antigen on

non-adherent tumor cells and on solid tumor implants was assessed by

immunoperoxidase staining of cytospin preparations or frozen sections using the

monoclonal antibodies at a concentration of 10 ug/ml and the avidin-biotin

system (Vectastain, Vector Labs Inc., Burlingane, CA). The histological

distribution of the radiolabeled monoclonal antibodies was analyzed by

autoradiography. Sections were dipped in Kodak track nuclear emulsion (Kodak

Eastman Kodak Corap., Rochester NY) and developed 3-14 days later. For some
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Figure 1. Hemotoxylin and eosin stained frozen section of a solid tuaor implant

of »IH:OVCAR-3.
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samples, autoradiography was performed on tissue that had previously been

stained by the inmunoperoxidase technique so that a direct comparison could be

made between antigen expression and binding of antibody.

RESULTS

Growth of_ NIH:0VCAR-3 in nude mice. Mice injected intraperitoneally with 2 x

107 NIH:OVCAR-3 cells developed intraperitoneal disease and ascites within 3

to 4 weeks. Intraperitoneal disease primarily included solid tumor implancs on

the mesentery and bowel which ranged in mass from 1 to 4 gram. Histological

sections of these implants revealed tumor nests with central necrosis

surrounded completely by stroraa (Figure 1). Vascularization of the implants was

minimal. The volume of ascites ranged from 1 to 10 mis per mouse and contained

0.15 to 0.4 gram of tumor calls per mouse. The CA125 levels in the ascites

averaged 225,000 If/ml as compared to an average of 1200 U/ml in the serum in

all of the injected mice.

Clearance of, OC125 and 0V-TL3 F(ab'>2 after intravenous and intraperitoneal

inlection. Blood clearance after intravenous injection of the two antibodies

was similar and followed an exponential curve (Figure 2). Less than 1Z of the

injected dose remained in the blood after 48 hours. The blood clearance after

intraperitoneal injection was different for the two antibodies. OC125 blood

levels were less than 1? of the injected dose per gram four hours after

injection whereas 0V-TL3 achieved a peak level of 62 injected dose per gran .

Antibody levels in the ascites after intravenous injection were <0.5Z injected

dose per gram for both 0C125 and 0V-TL3 at all tine points. Antibody levels in

the ascites after intraperitoneal injection, however, differed among the two

antibodies. Maximum levels in the ascites for 0V-TL3 were 2.1Z of the injected

dose per gram at 1 hour after injection. This level decreased to 0.8Z of the

injected dose per gran at 48 hours after injection. In contrast, OC125 achieved

a naxinun level of approximately 8Z injected dose per graa which decreased to

0.2S injected dose per gran at 48 hours after injection.
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10 20 30 40
HOURS AFTER INJECTION

Figure 2. Pharaacokinetica of 0C125 and 0V-TL3

Per cent dose per graa of 1 2 5I labeled 0C125 F(ab')2 (circles) and

OV-TL3 (squares) after intravenous (open syabols) and intraperitoneal (closed

sjrabols) administration at 1, 4, 24 and 48 hours, (a) Blood, (b) Ascites.
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Biodistribation of A2C6 (non-specific antibody). 0C125 and 0V-TL3 F(ab')2

fragments after intravenous and intraperitoneal inlection. The results of the

study of the biodistribution of 0C125 and OV-TL3 antibody fragments expressed

as X antibody uptake 24 hours after injection are shown in Figure 3. The

antibody uptake in fat, uterus, bone, bowel, heart, bladder, peritoneum, muscle

and diaphragm were very similar and less than 1Z of the injected dose for most

tiae points. For analysis, these tissues are grouped together as "other

tissues". The antibody uptake in lung is not shown in Figure 3. The antibody

uptake in this case varied from 0.1 to 51Z of the injected dose per gram after

intravenous injection and fron 0.3 to 2.1Z of the injected dose per gram after

intraperitoneal injection. The wide variation was felt to be secondary to the

presence of blood contamination fron the heart punctures.

According to the results presented in Figure 3, OC125 accumulated in the

liver and not in tuaor tissue after intravenous injection. In contrast, 0V-TL3

accumulated to a saall degree in the non-adherent tumor cells and in the solid

tuaor implants after intravenous injection. After intraperitoneal injection,

however, both antibodies showed preferential localization in tumor tissue. The

localization was greater in the non-adherent tuaor cells than in the solid

tuaor implants and was greater in the case of 0V-TL3 than for 0C125.

The uptake over tiae of the specific antibodies in the non-adherent tuaor

cells and solid tuaor iaplants is shown in Figure 4. The uptake of the

antibodies in the non-adherent tuaor cells ranged from 11 to 85X of the

Injected dose per graa after intraperitoneal injection. The antibody uptake

decreased with tiae and the uptake of OV-TL3 was always greater than the uptake

of OC125. The antibody uptake in the solid tuaor iaplanta was low «3Z), both

after intravenous and after intraperitoneal injection except in the case of

OV-TL3 after Intraperitoneal injection. The antibody uptake in this case was 8Z

of the Injected dose per graa at 24 hours after injection. These results

coapare to the results obtained in the case of the non-specific antibody which

revealed lew antibody uptake (<2Z) in the non-adherent tuaor cells and in the

•olid tuaor iaplants after intravenous and intraperitoneal injection (data not

shown).
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Figure 3. Biodistribution of 0C125 and 0V-TL3

A. Per cent doae per graa of 1 2 5I labeled OC125 F(ab')2 in tiaauea

after intravenoua and intraperitoneal adslniatratlon at 24 hours.

B. Per cent doae per graa of 1 2 5I labeled 0V-TL3 F(ab'>2 in tiaaues

after intravenoua and intraperitoneal adainistratlon at 24 hours. •I
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The specificity indices for the non-adherent tumor cells and the solid

tumor implants are shown in Table 1. Specificity indices for the non-adherent

tumor cells were higher after intraperitoneal injection than after intravenous

injection. OV-TL3 specificity indices were 3 to 4 times higher than those for

0C125. Specificity indices for the solid tumor implants ranged from 0.1 to 0.8

for 0C125 and from 1.4 to 18.3 for 0V-TL3. Specificity indices for 0V-TL3

increased with time, whereas those for OC125 were constant.

Localization indices for the non-adherent tumor cells and the solid tumor

implants are shown in Table 2. Localization indices for the non-adherent tumor

cells were higher after intraperitoneal injection as compared with intravenous

inject-*on, and remained constant with time. In addition, as observed with the

specificity indices, the localization indices for 0V-TL3 were higher than those

for 0C125, and the localization indices for the solid tumor implants were lower

Table 1. Specificity indices for non-adherent tumor cells and

solid tumor implants.

time after injection (h)

1 24 48 1 24 48

antibody non-adherent cells solid implants

0C125 i.v. 1.0 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1

i.p. 13.7 18.5 113.0 0.6 0.7 0.8

0V-TL3 i.v. 10.0 4.8 22.0 2.2 1.4 3.0

i.p. 49.9 73.8 290.0 1.7 7.8 18.3
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Figure A. Tuaor localization of 0C125 and 0V-TL3

Localization of 1 2 5I labeled OC125 F(ab')2 (circles) and 0V-TL3

F(ab)2 (squares) in tuaor at 1, 4, 24 and 48 hours after intravenous (open

symbols) or lntraperitoneal (closed syabols) injection. (A) Solid tumor

iaplants, (B) Non-adherent tuaor cells.
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Table 2. Localization indices for non-adherent tumor cells and solid

tuaor inplants.

time after injection (h)

24 46 24 48

antibody

OC125 i.v.

i.p.

OV-TL3 i.v.

i.p.

non-adherent cells

0.2

58.3

1.0

106.1

0.3

30.0

3.5

67.6

1.5 1.0

15.9 56.5

12.7 4.4

63.3 72.5

solid inplants

0.4

2.3

0.7

3.0

0.6
1.4

3.0

5.6

1.0

1.1

5.7

12.3

0.5

1.5

4.5
18.3

than those for the non-adherent tuaor cells. Localization indices for the

non-adherent tuaor cells ranged froa 0.2 to 56.5 for OC125 and froa 1.0 to

106.1 for 0V-TL3. Localization indices for the solid tumor iaplants ranged froa

0.4 to 2.3 for OC125 and froa 0.7 to 18.3 for 0V-TL3. In the case of 0V-TL3,

localization indices increased with tiae and were higher for intraperitoneal

than for Intravenous injections.

IaaunohistocheaistrT and autoradiographr. Iaaunohistocheaical studies with

OC125 and 0V-TL3 revealed staining of the non-adherent tumor cells and the

tumor cells in the solid tuaor iaplants. The control antibody did not stain the

tumor cells. The staining intensity for the two specific antibodies appeared to

be aiailar, with approxiaately 80Z of the tuaor cells reacting. Autoradiography

of non-adherent tuaor cells after intraperitoneal injection of the specific

antibodies revealed binding on the cell surface. Iaaunoperoxidase staining

followed by autoradiography stained the Mae cells that showed in vivo antibody

binding. Localization of the antibodies by autoradiography in the tuaor

iaplants was heterogeneous, with more antibody bound in the periphery than in

the center of the nodules.
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DISCOSSION

The first thorough comparative in vivo study of tumor localization after

intravenous and intraperitoneal administration of antibody in mice bearing

intraperitoneal tumor is described in this paper. The study involves the use of

F(ab')2 fragments of two ovarian carcinoma specific antibodies, OC125 and

0V-TL3, and the intraperitoneally growing ovarian cell line, NIH:OVCAR-3.

F(ab'>2 fragments of the antibodies were chosen for use because of previously

published studies showing that these fragments clear more rapidly from blood

and tissues and penetrate deeper into tumor tissue than IgG, and because these

fragments accumulate in tumors to a higher degree than the monovalent Fab

fragments (Buchegger et al. 1983, Colcher et al. 1983, Zalcberg et al. 1983).

The intraperitoneally growing cell line NIH:OVCAR-3 was chosen for study

because of a retained resemblance to human in situ ovarian carcinoma in terms

of morphology, histology and synthesis of CA125 antigen (Hamilton et al. 1984).

The data presented in this study demonstrate the preferential localization

of two anti-ovarian cancer antibodies in non-adherent human ovarian cancer

xenografts after intraperitoneal, but not after intravenous injection. The

amount of antibody bound to the non-adherent tumor cells ranged from 22Z of the

injected dose per gram of tissue for OC125 to 8555 for OV-TL3 at 1 hour after

injection. The localization of the antibodies on the cell surface of the tumor

cells that were antigen positive was confirmed by immunohistochemical staining

and autoradiography. Furthermore, the localization was shown to be specific; a

control, non-ovarian carcinoma specific antibody did not accumulate on the

tumor cells.

In contrast to the non-adherent tumor cells, localization of the antibodies

in solid tumor deposits was poor, both after intraperitoneal and after

intravenous injection. The failure of detection of significant quantities of

injected monoclonal antibodies in this case was not due to a lack of antigen on

the tumor cell surface. Immunohistochemical studies revealed strong staining of

cells within the tumor nests with both of the antibodies specific for ovarian

carcinoma. The explanation, instead, is the existence of stroma or fibrous

tissue surrounding the tumor nests and the lack of a vascularization network
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within the solid tumor deposits.

As indicated above, 0V-TL3 was associated with a higher degree of antibody

uptake in tumor than OC125. Whether this was due to the large amount CA125

present in the serum and ascites which could bind to and neutralize OC125, or

due to other factors is not clear from this study. In the case of CEA

(carcinoembryonic antigen), studies have shown that CEA levels as high as 16

ug/ml do not interfere with anti-CEA antibody localization (Hine et al. 1980).

However, CEA is a heterogeneous antigen, and it is possible that the antibodies

used in the above study had a higher affinity for cell bound CEA than for serum

CEA. In the study reported in this paper, the average CA125 level was 225,000

U/ml in the ascites of the nude mice. This corresponds to approximately 700

ug/ol (Davis et al. 1986). This amount is far in excess of the amount of OC125

antibody injected and could interfere with the binding of the antibody to the

tumor cells. Complexes of OC125 bound to CA125 have been found in the serum of

patients with ovarian carcinoma after intravenous injection of

131I-0C125-F(ab')2 (Haisna et al. 1986b). This interference is not a factor

in the case of 0V-TL3 which is directed against an antigen which is not shed

from the tumor cell surface (H. Haisma, personal communication).

Although it is difficult to extrapolate data from animal models to the

human situation, these studies clearly indicate differences between the

intravenous and intraperitoneal routes of administration of radiolabeled

monoclonal antibodies in cases of ovarian carcinoma which could be of clinical

significance. Host importantly, the intraperitoneal route of administration is

associated with a higher uptake of the monoclonal antibodies in tumor tissue.

This supports the conclusion that the intraperitoneal route of administration

is the preferred route of administration of monoclonal antibodies for therapy

of ovarian carcinoma. I

The observed differences between the antibody uptake of OC125 and 0V-TL3 j

and the difference in the antibody uptake of the non-adherent tumor cells and §

the solid tumor implants could also have clinical implications for the j

radioimmunotherapy of cancer with monoclonal antibodies. Short-lived alpha

emitters with their characteristic short range of penetration as, for example,

Bi-212, may be more appropriate for radioimmunotherapy in cases of minimal
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gross or microscopic disease with free tumor cells present in the ascitic

fluid. Long-lived beta emitters with their characteristic long range of

penetration as, for example, Y-90 and 1-131, may be more appropriate for

treatment of larger tumor deposits. The beneficial effect of therapy with

monoclonal antibodies may be further enhanced by using monoclonal antibodies

directed against antigens which are not shed from the tumor cell surface such

as OV-TL3, and by using radiolabeled monoclonal antibodies as an adjunctive

agent directly after cytoreductive surgery, before any inflammatory reaction

and before the formation of adhesions. Unlike the case in nude mice, the

development of stroma is generally associated more with metastatic implants

than with primary ovarian tumors in the human. Additional studies are underway

to help answer these questions.
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ABSTRACT

Iodine 131-labeled F(ab')2 fragments of monoclonal antibody 0C125 were

injected intravenously or intraperitoneally into 10 patients suspected of

having ovarian cancer. Serum half-life of the labeled antibody was 30 hours

after intravenous administration, with 20% of the injected dose/liter detected

at 24 hours. After intraperitoneal injection the appearance of antibody in

serum was slow with a maximum level of 1.4% of the injected dose/liter detected

at 24 hours. Urinary excretion of the radiolabel was similar for intravenous

and intraperitoneal administration, with approximately 50% of the injected dose

excreted after 48 hours.

The radiolabeled antibody uptake in the tumor after intravenous injection, was

half of the uptake after intraperitoneal injection. Antibody uptake in the

liver and bone marrow was higher after intravenous injection as compared with

intraperitoneal injection. Based on this limited study, intraperitoneal

injection of radiolabeled antibody appears to be superior to intravenous

injection for localizing antibody in ovarian tumors and not in normal tissues.

INTRODUCTION

Ovarian cancer has the highest death rate of all gynecological cancers.

After initial surgery, treatment usually includes chemotherapy and/or radiation

therapy (1). The recurrence rate is about 50% for patients with either negative

or microscopically positive findings at second-look operation (2). After

chemotherapy, the 5-year survival rate is 10% (3). Since ovarian cancer usually

remains within the peritoneal cavity and rarely disseminates to distant body

sites, therapy will probably focus on an intraperitoneal approach (4).

Monoclonal antibodies with specificity for ovarian cancer cells can be

used to monitor (5), diagnose (6) and treat (7) this disease. Knowledge of the

pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of such antibodies is required to plan for

clinical applications, especially radiotherapeutic applications, in which high

doses of radioisotopes may be utilized. After intravenous injection the amount
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of antibody reaching the tumor is low and the antibody uptake in other tissues

is significant (8). In attempts to improve antibody localization in target

tumors, radiolabeled antibodies have been injected subcutaneously (9) or

directly into body cavities (10).

A study was undertaken in which patients diagnosed with or suspected of

having ovarian cancer were injected either intravenously or intraperitoneally

with 1 3 1I labeled F(ab')2 fragments of monoclonal antibody OC125, which has

great specificity for ovarian carcinomas (11). Blood and urine samples were

used for pharmacokinetic studies and biopsy specimens were examined to compare

the expression of antigen and the uptake of antibody.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Monoclonal antibody. OC125 is a murine monoclonal antibody of the IgGl

isotype. The antibody binds to more than 80% of nonmucinous ovarian cancers.

The antibody was purified from mouse ascites on a Protein A Sepharose column,

and F(ab')2 fragments were prepared as described (12).

Radiolabeling and administration. 0C125 was iodinated with 1 3 1I (New

England Nuclear) to a specific activity of approximately 2.5 mCi/mg using the

one vial Iodogen method, as described (13). Immunoreactivity was evaluated (14)

using OVCAR- 433 cells (15). For intravenous injection, the labeled antibody

was administered in a peripheral vein. For intraperitoneal injection, the

antibody was diluted in 500 ml of 0.9% NaCl solution and infused into the

abdomen through a 16-gauge angiographic catheter over a 15-20 minute period.

Dispersion of the antibody was followed by gamma camera imaging. Patients

received potassium iodide (SSKI, Upsher-Smith Laboratories, Minneapolis, MN) 48

hours prior to and for 4 days after injection of the radiolabeled antibody.

Patients. To be eligible for this study a patient had to have either a

pelvic mass suspected of being ovarian cancer, or a confirmed tissue diagnosis

of ovarian cancer. Written informed consent was obtained. The stage,

histopathological types and age of the patients are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the patients.

Patient

no. Age

serum

CA125

(U/ml)

tumor

histology stage grade

III

IV

III

1*1

III

3

3

3

2

3

1 42 170 papillary serous

cyst adenocarcinoma

2 36 761 serous cyst

adenocarcinoma

3 54 1020 poorly differentiated

serous cystadenocarcinoma

4 54 850 endometrioid

carcinoma

5 56 9570 poorly differentiated

papillary cyst adenocarcinoma

6 50 121 papillary adenocarcinoma III 3

7 72 48 endometrial carcinoma III

8 46 71 borderline papillary III 0

serous cystadenoma

9 56 478 papillary serous III 3

adenocarcinoma

10 65 26 papillary serous cyst- III 3

adenocarcinoma
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Pharmacokinetic studies. Blood samples were obtained immediately before,

within 15 minutes of injection of the radiolabeled antibody and subsequently at

various intervals for up to 2 weeks. Serial urine specimens were also collected

from each patient. The proportion of radioactivity associated with protein was

determined by precipitation with 10% (w/v) trichloroacetic acid. The serum

samples were assayed for CA125 as described elsewhere (16). Gel filtration of

serum and peritoneal fluid samples was performed on either a Sepharose 6B

column or on a TSK 3000 HPLC system, with phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 140

mM NaCl, 0.15 mM KH2P04, 8mM Na2HP04.7H20, pH 7.2) eluent. Optical

density and radioactivity were determined to estimate the molecular weight of

the radioactive fractions as described (17).

Surgical procedure and sample counting. Surgery was performed 1 to 10 days

after injection of the radiolabeled antibody. Tumor biopsy specimens were

excised along with fat, muscle, peritoneum and liver samples. Bone marrow was

obtained from the iliac crest. Surgical specimens were washed in PBS and

weighed, and gamma emission was counted before the tissues were processed for

imraunohistochemical and radioimmunoniecric assay.

Immunohistochemical studies and radioimmunometric assay of tissues.

Immunohistochemical analysis was performed on fresh frozen tissue sections

using the avidin-biotin-peroxidase complex system (Vectastain, Vector Labs,

Burlingane, CA). Negative and positive control antibodies were included in all

reactions. To determine tissue antigen content, samples were solubilized in PBS

containing 0.1% sodium dodecylsulfate and centrifuged to remove insoluble

material. CA125 levels were determined in the same manner as for blood samples

and expressed as CA125 units/gram of protein (Bio Rad, Richmond, CA)

RESULTS

Pharmacokinetics. 0C125 F(ab')2 fragments were iodinated and

immunoreactivities of at least 80% were obtained. Each patient received t

single dose of 131I-labeled 0C125 except for patient 5 who received twc

injections. The patients were closely monitored and showed no toxic or adverse
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100

20 40 60 80 100

Hours after Injection

Figure 1. Blood clearance of 131I-labeled 0C125 F(ab')2 in patients with

ovarian cancer after intravenous (•) or intraperitoneal (o) injection.

* indicates blood clearance of radiolabeled antibody in patient 5, on the

second injection. (Error bars indicate S.D.)
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effects. Gamma-camera imaging during intraperitoneal administration showed good

dispersion of the antibody throughout the abdominal cavity. Of the

radioactivity in the serum more than 90% was precipitable with trichloroacetic

acid, whereas of the radioactivity in the urine less than 10% was precipitable.

Clearance of *31j from t n e circulation was monitored for each patient,

and shown in Figure 1. The mean half-life of 131j after intravenous injection

was 30 hours. One patient, who received two injections, showed increased

clearance of the antibody at her second injection. In patients injected

intraperitoneally the appearance of radioactivity in the blood was slow,

reaching a maximum at 24 hours after injection. After this, clearance seemed to

be at the same rate as in patients who received intravenous injections. Urinary

clearance was similar with both intravenous and intraperitoneal injected

patients, with 50% of the 131j excreted at approximately 48 hours (Figure 2).

Preinjection serum CA125 levels ranged from 26 to 9570 U/ml. Immediately

after intravenous injection, serum CA125 levels dropped precipitously and then

increased slowly during the course of monitoring . After intraperitoneal

injection, no significant change in CA125 serum levels was observed.

Biodistribution. The in vivo biodistribution of 131I-labeled 0C125

F(ab')2 monoclonal antibody expressed ?;s a percentage of the injected

dose/gram of tissue is shown in Table 2. Antibody preferentially accumulated at

tumor sites as compared with normal tissues. Although the antibody uptake

varied from patient to patient, the uptake in the tumor was generally higher

after intraperitoneal as opposed to intravenous injection (Table 3). The

antibody uptake in the tumor after intravenous injection varied from 0.5 to 6.1

x 10~3% injected dose/g tissue. The antibody uptake into tumor decreased with

later times of surgery. For patients who received the antibody

intraperitoneally, the antibody uptake ito tumor ranged from 2.6 to 7.4 x 10

~3% dose/g at 1 to 3 days after injection. The antibody uptake of liver and

bone marrow were lower after intraperitoneal injection. Fat and muscle uptake

of antibody were approximately equal, but antibody uptake of the peritoneum was

higher after intraperitoneal injection. Fat and muscle uptake of antibody for

patien'__. injected intraperitoneally showed great variability. Tumor-to-normal

tissue ratios ranged from 0.7 to 7.7 for intravenous injection and from 2.6 to
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Figure 2. Urinary clearance of 1 3 lI labeled 0C125 F(ab')2 in patients with
ovarian cancer after intravenous (•) or intraperitoneal (o) injection. (Error
bars indicate S.D.)
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Table 2. Distribution of Monoclonal Antibody

Patient dose of
no. antibody

(mg)

dose of
iodine
(mCi)

Intravenous Administration

1

2

3

4
5a
b

.46

.76

.77

.94

.69

.45

1.2

1.9
1.7
2.2

1.8
.72

surgery antibody
(days post uDtake,
injection) (Zdose/g

i

6 2.7

no surgery

10 0.5

no biopsy obtained

3 1.9
1 2.4

Intraperitoneal Administration

6
7

8

9

10

.84

.45

.68

.37

.52

.77

1.0

1.01

.694

1.85

1 7.4

3 0.42

1 5.5

no surgery

2 2.6

immunohistochemical
analysis

tumor peritoneum

•H-J- +++/-

+++ +++/-
+++ +++/-

+++ -3

NA
+++ -3

+ +/-

CA125
(U/ug)

12.5

6.6

§'§

5.9

<0.01

153.0

<0.01

1. Staining of tumor cells/peritoneal cells. Muscle and fat showed no staining.
2. Endometrial tumor
3. No tumor cells
NA» not available
CA125 in other tissues (fat and muscle) was <0.01 U/ug protein.
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Table 3. Antibody Uptake in Tissues.1

Tissue % injected dose/g tissue (x 10 ~3)2 tumor to tissue ratio

I.V. I.P. I.V. I.P.

Tumor 2.3 + 0.43 4.8 ± 3.2

Fat 0.3 +0.1 0.5 +0.4 7.7 9.7

Muscle 0.5 +0.2 0.6 +.0.5 4.6 8.5

Peritoneum 0.9 + 0.4 2.0 ± 0.4 2.6 2.6

Liver 2.1 +0.3 0.5+0.2 1.1 10.8

Bone marrow 1.7 + 0.4 0.8 + 0.2 1.4 6.4

Blood 3.3 + 1.5 1.2 + 0.2 0.7 4.4

1. for details see table 2.

2. 1 to 3 days after injection.

3. S.D.

10.8 for intraperitoneal injection. One patient with an endonetrial tuaor

showed low uptake of the radiolabeled antibody in the tumor , sinilar to the

uptake in fat or muscle.

Lnmunohistochemical studies and radioijneunoassaT. All tuaor sections

stained with 0C125 except for one specimen obtained from a patient with

endometrial cancer (patient 7). Other tissues did not stain with 0C125 except

for tumor cells present in peritoneum. Staining intensity was expressed in a

range of 1 to 4 in increasing intensity, but no correlation was found between
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intensity and antibody uptake (Table 2). Despite antibody targeting to tumor as

determined by gamma counting, immunohistochemical analysis failed to detect the

antibody in tissue sections. Tissues that did not stain with OC125, however,

showed low in_ vivo uptake of antibody. Antigen levels in tissues determined by

radioimmunoassay, showed no correlation with results on immunohistocheinical

staining, nor with in vivo antibody uptake of tumor (Table 2).

COMMENT

Radioimmunotherapy could be an alternative for the treatment of primary,

recurret or metastatic ovarian cancer. Quantitative imaging to calculate

radiation doses to various organs can be very inaccurate, especially if high

gamma energy isotopes as 131I are used and tomographic imaging is virtually

impossible. Actual antibody uptake of organs can be best estimated by sampling

tissue after injection of the radiolabeled antibody. In the present study, a

well-characterized antibody with specificity for epithelial ovarian carcinoma

was radiolabeled with l^lj an(j injected intravenously and intraperitoneally

into patients with suspect or known ovarian cancer.

Pharmacokinetic studies of serum samples revealed a dramatic difference

between the distribution in patients injected intravenously and

intraperitoneally. After intraperitoneal injection very little radioactivity

appeared in the blood. Maximum levels were reached after 24 hours, and were

about ten times less than the levels obtained after intravenous injection. The

clearance rate seemed to be similar for the two routes of administration. One

patient, was injected twice. The second injection showed an increased blood

clearance. The urinary clearance of the injected tracer at this time, was

similar as that of other patients indicating that the radiolabeled antibody

must have accumulated somewhere in the body, most likely liver or spleen.

CA125 levels in the serum dropped after intravenous injection. Direct

interference of the injected antibody with the antibody used in the assay

probably resulted in the lower CA125 levels. Serum CA125 levels did not drop

after intraperitoneal administration of the antibody most likely because
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antlbody levels in the blood were not high enough to interfere with the assay.

The uptake of antibody in fat and muscle showed great variability after

intraperitoneal injection, which may have resulted from contamination with

peritoneal fluid during surgical procedures. The values for uptake of antibody

in these tissues after intravenous injection correlate well with those reported

earlier (8, 18). Douillard reported values for liver uptake of radiolabeled

F(ab')2 antibodies which are slightly lower than our findings, probably due

to later sampling of the tissue in that study (19). Liver, blood and bone

marrow uptake of antibody was dramatically lower after intraperitoneal

injection as compared with intravenous injection.

The uptake of the radiolabeled antibody in the tumor, 1 to 3 days after

intraperitoneal injection, was higher than after intravenous injection, but

this difference was not significant. Attempts to determine the localization of

the antibody in the tumors were unsuccessful.

No correlation was found between antigen levels in tumors and the uptake of

antibody, indicating that other factors as for instance size and location of

the tumor play a role in the localization of the antibody.

The favorable pharmacokinetics of intraperitoneally injected antibody, and

the slightly higher uptake of antibody in the tumor, with lower liver and bone

marrow uptake as compared to intravenous injections, make the intraperitoneal

route of administration the route of choice for radioinununotherapy of ovarian

cancer.
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ABSTRACT

A monoclonal antibody, OC125, with specificity for epithelial ovarian

cancer was radiolabeled with 131j an(j Used for radioimmunoscintigraphy of 13

patients with a diagnosis of ovarian cancer or with a pelvic mass suspected to

be ovarian cancer. Intravenous and intraperitoneal administration of the

radiolabeled antibody were compared. After intravenous injection, tumor was

detected in 4 of 8 patients, but not all sites were correctly visualized.

Localization of the tracer in heart, liver, kidney and bladder, complicated

interpretation of images. After intraperitoneal injection, all tumor sites were

correctly visualized in 3 of 4 patients and localization of the tracer in other

organs was reduced. In the one patient where the tumor was not detected, the

antibody appeared to be loculated. One patient with an endometrial tumor was

injected intraperitoneally and showed no uptake of the antibody in the tumor.

INTRODUCTION

Radiolabeled antibodies with specificity for ovarian carcinomas have been

proposed as a useful means of localizing primary, recurrent or metastatic

disease (4-10). This could be important because ovarian cancer is difficult to

diagnose and to monitor clinically. Many epithelial ovarian cancers express

tumor associated antigens which can be used as targets for imaging. One of

these markers, CA125, is expressed in more than 80% of these tumors (11). The

antigen can be detected in the serum of ovarian carcinoma patients using a

radioimmunometric assay and monoclonal antibody OC125 (12).

In this report we present our clinical experience with radioimmunodetection

using 131j labeled 0C125 in ovarian carcinoma patients. The antibody was

administered either intravenously or intraperitoneally. Images were compared

with surgical findings.
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METHODS

Patients. Thirteen patients with either a pelvic mass suspected to be

ovarian cancer or a confirmed tissue diagnosis of ovarian cancer were entered

in this study after giving informed consent. Patients selected had a laparotomy

scheduled 1-7 days after injection of the antibody. Details about age, CA125

levels and histopathology are given in Table 1.

Monoclonal antibody. OC125 was purified and F(ab')2 fragments were

prepared as described (14). The antibody was radioiodinated to a specific

activity of approximately 2.5 mCi^^^I/mg protein (New England Nuclear) as

described previously (15). The radiolabeled antibody preparation was proven to

be apyrogenic and sterile. Immunoreactivity was determined (16) and found to be

over 80% in all cases.

Administration. Patients received potassium iodide (SSKI, Upsher-Smith

Laboratories, Minneapolis, MN) 48 hours prior to and continuing for four days

after injection of the antibody to prevent uptake of iodine by the thyroid. The

antibody dose ranged from 0.4-8.4 mg protein and the dose of "*I ranged from

0.7 - 2.7 mCi. For intravenous injection, the radiolabeled antibody was

administered in a peripheral vein. Intraperitoneal injection was accomplished

by diluting the antibody in 500 ml 0.9% saline solution and infusing the

solution of antibody through an intraabdominal catheter over a 15 to 20 minute

period after draining ascites. Positioning of the catheter was checked during

infusion by gamma camera imaging.

Radionuclide imaging. Imaging was performed at the time of injection and at

1-7 days after injection using a gamma camera equipped with a medium energy

collimator. Anterior, posterior and lateral images of the chest, including

thyroid, abdomen and pelvis were obtained in most cases. Anatomic landmarks

were placed using a source of 131T to identify the iliac crests, symphysis

pubis and xyphoid. Imaging time was 10 minutes for each position. Images were

recorded on film and in a computer. Images were not manipulated other than that

contrast was adjusted. Qualitative assessment of each image was made by a

radiologist with no knowledge of the extent of the patients disease.
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Table 1. Patient characteristics.

Patient Age CA125 route of

number (U/ml) administration

histopathology

1 42 170

36 761

i.v.

i.v.

papillary serous

cystadenocarcinoma

serous cystadenocarcinoma

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

54

54

57

44

55

68

72

46

65

68

56

1020

850

74

42

140

104

48

71

26

85

478

i.v.

i.v.

i.v.

i.v.

i.v.

i.v.

i.p.

i.p.

i.p.

i.p.

i.p.

poorly differentiated

serous cystadenocarcinoma

endometrioid tumor

papillary serous

cystadenocarcinoma

serous cystadenocarcinoma

papillary serous

cystadenocarcinoma

papillary serous

adenocarcinoma

carcinoma of the

endometrium

borderline papillary

serous cystadenoma

papillary serous

cystadenocarcinona

papillary serous

adenocarcinoma

papillary serous

adenocarcinoma
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RESULTS

All patients tolerated the procedures well. Hypersensitive, allergic, or

other reactions were not seen in any of the patients. Images were reviewed and

the localization of the antibody was recorded. Table 2 summarizes the findings.

Table 2. Localization of the tracer for selected areas, after injection

of 131I labeled 0C125 F(ab')2 in patients.

time after

injection (h) heart liver kidney bladder thyroid tumor

A. intravenous injection

1- 24 901 90 36 64 0 12.5

48- 72 69 69 31 92 0 50

96-120 50 50 33 83 0 50

B. intraperitoneal injection

1- 24 0 0 0 33 0 67

24- 48 33 0 0 50 0 1002

1. Percent of patients that show localization of the tracer in the particular

area (Intravenous injection 8 patients, intraperitoneal

injection 5 patients).

2. One patient (number 11) showed loculation of the antibody in the early

images and was not scanned at later times.
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Intravenous administration. Eight patients received an intravenous

injection of radioiodinated OC125 antibody. Heart and liver appeared on most 1

h, 24 h and 48 h images. Kidney localization was seen in about half of the

patients. The bladder was seen in most early images. Focal uptake of '•^'•1

labeled OC125 F(ab')2, which could be attributed to tumor, was seen in four

patients at 24, 48 and 96 h after injection. Laparotoray confirmed the presence

of tumor at these sites, but additional tumor sites were found to be present

which were not detected by radioimmunoimaging. Four patients had scans in which

tumor could not be localized. The following case report illustrates a case

where immunoscintigraphy correctly localized one tumor mass, but failed to

detect other tumor in the upper abdomen.

Patient 3 is a 54 year old female who presented with a complaint of feeling

abdominal bloating and pelvic pressure in her lower abdomen. Pelvic examination

revealed a mass which appeared posterior to the uterus. Ultrasound showed a

normal uterus with a 8 cm mass present posterior to the uterus.

Immunoscintigraphy after intravenous injection of "lj labeled 0C125

F(ab')2 revealed localization of the tracer slightly to the left and cephaled

to the bladder. This was most clearly in the posterior view. Diffuse

localization was noted in the upper abdomen, which was attributed to bloodpool

radioactivity in heart and liver (Figure 1). At laparotoray a total abdominal

hysterectomy, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy and omentectomy was performed.

The left ovary was found to be entirely replaced by tumor and there was an

oraental tumor cake. There were tumor masses of 1-2 cm involving the diaphragm.

Pathology revealed a poorly differentiated papillary serous adenocarcinoma of

the ovary.

Intraperitoneal administration. Five patients received an intraperitoneal

injection of the radiolabeled antibody. The antibody dispersed well after

injection, except for one case where the antibody appeared to be loculated. No

localization was seen in heart, liver or kidney. The bladder was seen in one

image at 24 h after injection and one image at 48 h after injection. Tumor was

visualized in three of four patients with ovarian carcinoma, as is illustrated

by the following case report.
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Figure 1. Immunoscintigram of patient 3, 24 hours after injection.

Anterior view of the pelvis and abdomen.
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Patient 10 is a 46 year old female found to have an adnexal mass on routine

gynecologic examination. Ultrasound confirmed the presence of a right adnexal

mass. At laparoscopy bilateral adnexal masses were noted with small tumor

nodules in the posterior cul de sac. A right ovarian biopsy revealed a

borderline ovarian tumor. Immunoscintigraphy after intraperitoneal injection of
131I labeled 0C125 F(ab')2 revealed bilateral sites of tracer concentration

in the pelvis (Figure 2). At laparotomy two adnexal masses were removed and a

total abdominal hysterectomy, bilateral salpingo-oophorectoray, infracolic

omentectomy and lymph node sampling were performed. Histology revealed a

papillary serous cystadenoma of borderline malignancy.

One patient with a carcinosarcoma of the endometrium, which did not express

the antigen CA125, showed no uptake of antibody in this tumor after

immunoscintigraphy, which is described in the following case report.

Patient 9 is a 72 year old female who presented with post menopausal

bleeding. A large pelvic mass was noted on physical examination. Biopsies of

the cervix and endometrium demonstrated a poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma.

Pelvic examination, ultrasound and CT scans could not differentiate an uterine

from a ovarian source. Immunoscintigraphy after intraperitoneal injection of
131I labeled 0C125 F(ab')2 showed no specific area of tracer localization

in pelvis or abdomen (Figure 3). At laparotomy the uterus was found to be

grossly enlarged with tumor above the level of the pelvic brim. A modified

radical hysterectomy was performed. Histology confirmed a poorly differentiated

endometrial carcinoma. Immunohistocheioistry showed no binding of 0C125 to tumor

tissue.
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Figure 2. Immunoscintigram of patient 10, 24 hours after injection.
Anterior view of the pelvis and abdomen.
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Figure 3. Inimunoscintigram of patient 9, 24 hours after injection.

Anterior view of the pelvis and abdomen.
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COMMENT

In this study 131 I labeled OC125 F(ab')2 was used to image ovarian

carcinomas. Intravenous and intraperitoneal injections were compared.

We detected tumor in four of eight patients with ovarian carcinoma after

intravenous injection, but not all the sites were visualized. Liver kidney and

bladder were visualized in the early images. The localization of the tracer in

these sites complicated the interpretation of the scans. After intraperitoneal

injection we correctly localized the tumor sites found at laparotomy in three

of four patients. One complicating factor associated with intraperitoneal

administration of the antibody is loculation of the radiolabeled antibody which

occurred in one patient. We correctly detected tumor in all patients after

intraperitoneal injection, if the one patient with loculated antibody is left

out. The bladder was seen in images at 24 and 48 h after intraperitoneal

injection. Differentiating between bladder and possible tumor was difficult.

Injection of 99mTc labeled DTPA to locate the kidneys and bladder, could

facilitate the interpretation of the scans.

Other studies have also successfully visualized ovarian carcinomas after

intravenous injection of radiolabeled antibodies. An antibody HMFG-2, directed

against human milkfat globule membranes, has been labeled with X " I and used

in several studies (4,5,6,8,10) with about 75% sensitivity. In one study, a

false positive rate of 50% was noted and attributed to the wide reactivity of

this antibody with various tissues (10). Anti-placental alkaline phosphatase

antibodies have been used in two studies with 70% sensitivity (7,9). The

smallest tumors detected in these studies were between 2 and 3 cm. It is

difficult to compare performances obtained with different antibodies and

different patient populations. In our study, the sensitivity was less than 50%

after intravenous injection and 100% after intraperitoneal injection if the one

case with loculated antibody is excluded. We did not observe false positive

scans.
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The cli.:ical value of immunoscintigraphy after intravenous injection seems

limited but intraperitoneal injection could increase the usefulness of this

technique. Other non-invasive detection methods like ultrasound and CT can give

false negative results in the case of peritoneal studding, isodense masses or

masses adhering to colonic structures, masses against the pelvic side wall or

para aortic nodes. Fibrotic lesions may cause false positive results.

Immunoscintigraphy has tissue specificity which is determined by the antibody

and can help in distinguishing normal tissue from tumor lesions. In this study,

immunoscintigraphy was able to discriminate between a mass of endometrial and

ovarian origin where ultrasound was not.

In conclusion, •LJ1i 0C125 F(ab')2 can be used for radionuclideimaging

of ovarian cancer. Intraperitoneal injection of OC125 is prefered over

intravenous injection. Loculation of the antibody could be a problem associated

with the intraperitoneal administration of the antibody and should be monitored

during infusion. Immunoscintigraphy of ovarian cancer should always be used in

conjunction with other modalities like ultrasound and CT scan.
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ABSTRACT

Monoclonal antibody 0C125 binds to approximately 80% of epithelial

ovarian cancers. Serum antigen, CA125 can be detected in these patients.

l-*ll-OC125-F(ab')2 were injected into five ovarian carcinoma patients with

preinjection serum levels of 150 to 9000 CA125 U/ml.Patients received the

antibody intravenously with doses ranging from 0.46 to 0.94 mg with a specific

activity of approximately 2.5 mCi/mg 1 3 1 I . The half-life in the circulation

was approximately 30 hours and independent of serum CA125 levels. Clearance of

ISlj from the circulation fit an open one compartment mathematical model. Gel

filtration chromatography revealed antibody-antigen complexes in sera 15

minutes after injection of the radiolabeled antibody. By 5 days after

injection, the free form of 0C125 antibody could not be detected in the serum.

The rate of complex formation correlated well with the observed preinjection

serum CA125 levels. This direct correlation was verified ±n_ vitro using

purified CA125 antigen and radiolabeled 0C125 F(ab')2 fragments.

The effects of complex formation on tumor localization remain unclear.

However, presence of complexes should not be ignored, when planning for

diagnostic imaging or immunotherapy with 0C125 or other monoclonal antibodies

reacting with circulating antigen.

INTRODUCTION

Radiolabeled antibodies directed against cancer cells have been used for

in vivo diagnosis (Mach et al. 1981, Chatal et al. 1984, Larson et al. 1983,

Goldenberg et al. 1981) and therapy of cancer (Order et al. 1980, Epenetos et

al., 1982). Knowledge of the pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of these

radiolabeled antibodies is required to plan for clinical applications of these

agents, especially radiotherapeutic applications, where high doses of

radioisotopes may be utilized and accurate dosimetry data are needed for

defining optimal treatment protocols.
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OC125 monoclonal antibody (Bast et al. 1981) binds to approximately 80%

of epithelial ovarian cancers (Kabawat et al., 1983). The antigen, CA125, is

rapidly shed from the cell surface of ovarian cancer cells (Mashuo et al.

1984). CA125 can be detected in the sera of patients with ovarian cancer (Bast

et al., 1983).

As a preamble to the possible use of OC125 as a targeting agent for

immunotherapeutic applications, the present study was carried out to

characterize the pharmacokinetics of 1̂ 1 labeled OC125-F(ab')2 in patients

with ovarian cancer. The characterization included a kinetic analysis of the

clearance of the radiolabel from the blood and a determination of the extent of

association of the injected radioactivity with blood cells, 0C125-F(ab')2

fragments, antibody-antigen complexes and free iodine.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients. Eligibility requirements for this study included elevated CA125

levels (>35 U/ml) and either a pelvic mass or a diagnosis of ovarian carcinoma.

Informed consent was obtained from the 5 patients who were enrolled in the

study. Four of 5 patients had had a tissue diagnosis of adenocarcinoma of the

ovary established by prior laparotomy and had undergone various courses of

combination chemotherapy. Patient 5 had a pelvic mass and ascites, aspiration

of which was cytologically positive for adenocarcinoma. For Stage,

histopathologic type and age of the patients, see Table 1.

Antibody preparation and radiolabeling. 0C125 monoclonal antibody was

purified from murine ascites (Haisma et al. 1986). F(ab')2 fragments were

prepared as described (Johnstone et al., 1982). Iodination of the antibody with

131I or 125j (NEN, Boston, MA) was carried out according to the method of

Fraker and Speck, 1978. Unconjugated iodine was removed from the reaction

mixture by gel filtration on Sepharose G25 columns. Specific activity was

approximately 2.5 mCi/mg. Immunoreactivity was evaluated using the method of

Lindmo et al., 1984 and OVCA 433 cells (Mashuo et al., 1984. Immunoreactivity
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Table 1. Characteristics of the Patient Population

Patient Age Diagnosis/Histology Stage Tumor Status

1

2.

3.

4.

5.

42 Serous Papillary Adenocarcinoma III

36 Serous Cystadenocarcinoma IV

54 Poorly differentiated papillary III

serous adenocarcinoma

54 Endometrioid adenocarcinoma la

55 Poorly differentiated III

papillary serous adenocarcinoma

Recurrence

Recurrence

Primary

Recurrence

Primary

of the iodinated product was never less than

Antibody administration. Following 2 days of pretreatment with potassium

iodide (SSKI, Upsher-Smith Laboratories, Minneapolis, MN) each patient was

injected intravenously with a bolus of 131I-labeled 0C125-F(ab')2.

Potassium iodide treatment was continued for 5 days after injection.

Pharmacokinetic analysis. Blood samples were obtained immediately before

and within 15 minutes after injection of the radiolabeled antibody and

subsequently at intervals for up to 2 weeks. Serial urine specimens were

collected from each patient for 5 days. Blood treated with ethylenediamine

tetraacetic acid (EDTA) was collected and fractionated by centrifugation. The

cell pellet was washed twice with phosphate buffered saline (PBS: 140 mM NaCl,

0.15 mM KH2PO4, 8mM Na2HP04.7H20, PH 7.2). The proportion of

plasma-borne radiolabel associated with protein was determined by precipitation

with 10% (w/v) trichloroacetic acid (TCA). Patient serum samples were assayed

for CA125 as described elsewhere (Bast et al. 1983).
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Gel filtration analysis. Molecular weight analysis of samples was

accomplished by gel filtration of 0.5 ml serum or plasma on a Sepharose 6B

column (90 x 1.6 cm), eluted with PBS. Optical density and radioactivity were

determined on 2.5 ml fractions. Also, serum samples of other patients with

known CA125 levels, or partially purified antigen in 1% fetal calf serum in PBS

(Davis et al. 1986) (generous gift of H. Davis) were mixed in vitro with 0.1

ug/ml of 125I labeled OC125 F(ab')2, incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C and

assayed in a similar fashion. Control experiments were performed with
125I-labeled OV-TL3 F(ab')2 (Poels et al. 1986) (generous gift of L.

Poels). This antibody reacts with ovarian carcinoma cells, but the antigen is

not shed from the cells and is not present in serum or ascites of ovarian

cancer patients (H. Haisma, unpublished results). The fraction of high

molecular weight complex was determined by comparing the integrated radiation

profiles of the complexed and free antibody. Some samples were also analyzed by

sodium dodecylsulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)(Laemmli,

1970).

RESULTS

Pharmacokinetics of iMl-0C125-F(ab')2. Five patients with ovarian

carcinoma received a single intravenous injection of "ll-OC125-F(ab')2.

Preinjection CA125 levels and injected dose of radiolabeled antibody are shown

in Table 2. None of the patients experienced any side effects associated with

the injection of the radiolabeled antibody.

The proportion of blood borne radioactivity associated with serum or

plasma and cellular elements was determined. In all 5 patients more than 97% of

the label was associated with plasma (mean 99.08 + 0.64%, range 97.3-99.7Z).

Moreover, 93.4 ± 4.3% of the plasma- or serum borne radioactivity was

precipitable with 10% TCA (range 88.0-98.7%), indicating that the label was

bound to protein. Serum samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE and subsequent

autoradiography. Radioactivity was found to be associated with F(ab')2 or a

high molecular weight complex (data not shown).
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Table 2. Summary of Data for Patients

Patient Preinjection Serum 0C125 F(ab')2
 131I Half-Life of

CA125 level (U/JI) Antibody dose (mg) dose (mCi) 131I in blood

1

2

3

4

5

170

761

1020

850

9000

0.46

0.76

0.77

0.94

0.69

1.2

1.9

1.7

2.2

1.8

28.7

30.4

29.5

33.4

29.7

Clearance of *31I from the circulation was monitored for each patient.

Serum half-lives for the individual patients ranged from 28.7 to 33.4 hours

(Table 2). Figure 1 shows 131I clearance for all patients. The label was

cleared exponentially from the serum and fit an open, one-compartment

mathematical model using linear regression analysis (r^=0.93). Minor

differences in serum half-life were not significant and did not correlate with

preinjection CA125 antigen levels.

The preinjection CA125 levels ranged from 170-9000 U/ml (Table 2).

Immediately following injection, serum CA125 levels dropped precipitously and

then increased slowly during the course of monitoring (Figure 2). In a separate

experiment, addition of unlabeled 0C125-F(abf)2 (0.5 ug/ml) to sera

containing CA125 (up to 4000 U/ml), decreased the measured CA125 levels by up

to 80% (data not shown).

Gel filtration analysis. Postinjection serum samples obtained serially from

patients were subjected to analysis by gel filtration using a Sepharose 6B
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HOURS AFTER INJECTION

Figure 1. Logaritmic plot of the percentage of the initial dose of

F(ab')2 in the blood versus time after injection. Data for each patient are

indicated by patient number.
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24 48 72 96 120 144 168 192 216 240

HOURS AFTER INJECTION

Figure 2. Normalized serum CA125 levels plotted against time after injection.

Data for each patient are indicated by patient number.
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Figure 3. Gel exclusion analysis of injectate and patient sera (Patient 1).

Radioactivity is plotted versus fraction number obtained from a Sepharose 6B

column following application of 0.5 ml of injectate or serum.
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column. Radioactivity in the samples was rapidly incorporated into a high

molecular weight fraction, as illustrated in Figure 3. Redistribution of the

radioactivity from the F(ab')2 peak to a higher molecular weight peak clearly

occurred with time, with a trend towards more rapid formation of complexes in

patients with higher preinjection CA125 levels (Figure 4). In one case (patient

5) a sample of ascitic fluid was obtained 22 hours after injection and

subjected to gel filtration analysis. All the radioactivity was detected in the

high molecular weight fraction. The high molecular weight fraction was pooled

and brought to pH 3.0 with 1 M citrate. This sample was concentrated to a

volume of 0.5 ml and subjected to gel filtration on the Sepharose 6B column

which was reequilibrated with 0.1 M citrate pH 3.0. The radioactivity eluted in

two peaks, one corresponding to F(ab')2 and the other to the high molecular

weight fraction. The high molecular weight fraction was pooled and neutralized.

Analysis for CA125 antigen content, revealed the presence of free antigen.

SDS-PAGE and autoradiography of the ascites, the high molecular weight fraction

and the two peaks separated at low pH, indicated that the radioactivity in all

the fractions corresponded to a molecular weight similar to the injected

F(ab')2 (data not shown).

0C125-F(ab')2 was mixed with serum samples with known amounts of CA125

antigen, or with purified antigen. A high molecular weight complex was rapidly

produced, with the rate of complex formation correlating with the CA125 levels

in the samples (Figure 5). The rate of complex formation was more rapid in

samples containing purified antigen than in serum samples from patients with

ovarian cancer (Figure 6). Incubation of control antibody with either purified

CA125 antigen or serum samples containing high levels of CA125 did not lead to

complex formation.
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24 48 72 96 120 144 168 192 216

HOURS AFTER INJECTION

Figure A. Percent 13ll-0C125 F(ab')2 in high molecular weight complex
versus time. Data accumulated for each patient as shown in Figure 3 was

utilized to determine the fraction of 131I-0C124 F(ab')2 in the complexed
form.
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Figure 5. In vitro formation of complexes of 125I-0C125 F(ab')2 and

CA125 antigen. The percentage of complex formed at 37°C versus time is

plotted. Open circles represent experiments done with purified antigen and

closed circles indicate experiments with serum samples containing 150 U/ml

of CA125.
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Figure 6. In vitro formation of complexes of 125I-0C125 F(ab')2 and CA125

antigen. The fraction of complexed OC125 F(ab')2 was determined as in Figure

3. The percentage of complex formed after 30 minutes at 37°C is plotted. Open

circles represent experiments done with purified antigen and closed circles

indicate experiments with serum samples containing different amounts of CA125

antigen.
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DISCUSSION

Relatively few investigations on the pharmacokinetics of murine

monoclonal antibodies injected into patients have paid attention to the

formation of antibody-antigen complexes resulting from the interaction of

injected antibody with circulating antigen (Hnatowich et al. 1985, Rosenblum et

al. 1985, Haynes et al. 1986, Primus et al. 1980, Pimm et al. 1985). Because of

the potential utility of monoclonal antibodies for the treatment of ovarian

carcinoma (Epenetos et al. 1982, Epenetos et al. 1986) a thorough analysis of

their behavior in vivo must be completed. 0C125 monoclonal antibody (Bast et

al. 1981) would be a reasonable candidate for such therapeutic applications and

therefore its pharmacokinetics in patients with ovarian cancer was studied.

Analysis of blood samples from patients who received an intravenous

injection of 125I-labeled OC125 F(ab')2 fragments indicated that the

circulating radioactivity was associated predominantly with protein in plasma,

and not with blood-borne cells. The radioactivity cleared in an exponential

fashion which could be fit to an open, one-compartment mathematical model by

linear regression analysis. Half-life of the radiolabel in the blood was 30.3

hours and was independent of pre-injection CA125 levels. The observed half-life

is in close agreement of those observed by other investigators using different

monoclonal antibodies.

CA125 levels decreased rapidly after injection of radiolabeled antibody

and then slowly increased to preinjection levels over time. A similar result

was noted by Hnatowich et al. (1985). This apparent decline can be explained by

interference of the injected antibody with the assay for CA125 antigen, which

utilizes the same antibody.

Gel filtration analysis indicated that increasing amounts of antibody

were present as a high molecular weight species when measured serially after

injection. There seemed to be a trend to correlation of the amount of complex

formed initially with preinjection serum CA125 levels. By 5 days after

injection all radioactivity was found in complexed form. That these complexes

are most likely antigen-antigen complexes, was indicated by experiments in
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which the high molecular weight fraction of a sample was treated with low pH

and separated in two fractions. Subsequent analysis of these fractions

confirmed the presence of CA125 and antibody. Moreover, if serum samples with

different CA125 levels or purified CA125 were mixed with 0C125 radiolabeled

antibody and analyzed for complex formation, there was a direct correlation

between antigen level and the amount of complex formed.

Although antibody-antigen complexes could be formed quite rapidly in some

patients with high antigen levels, the serum clearance of the radiolabeled

F(ab')2 in these patients was not increased as compared with patientF having

low antigen levels who showed slower complex formation. Since F(ab')2

fragments were used in this study rather then whole IgG, more rapid clearance

of complexes mediated by Fc binding through the reticuloendothelial system

would not be expected. In contrast to our results, Primus et al. (1980) note an

increased clearance of radiolabeled antibody in patients following apparent

immume complex formation with anti-CEA goat antibody. However, there was no

correlation of complex formation with preinjection CEA levels, and in patients

injected with normal goat antibody similar complex formation was seen.

Anti-human antibody could precipitate 56 to 85% of the radioactivity in the

serum, indicating that in this study probably human anti-goat immune complexes

rather that antibody-CEA complexes were present.

The relatively slow kinetics of antibody-antigen complex formation observed in

vivo were somewhat surprising, especially when compared with the rapid complex

formation observed _in vitro. In most patients it took 48 to 120 hours to yield

complete in, vivo reactions. The amount of antigen in the serum could not have

been a limiting factor, since levels of 170-9000 U/ml of CA125 were present,

which represent approximately 0.25 to 1.25 ug of antigen/ml (Davis et al.

1986). The amount of circulating antibody wa3 initially near 0.1 ug/ml. Also,

the observed CA125 levels should have dropped to zero, when all the antigen had

been bound to antibody. A possible explanation for the slow kinetics of

complex formation in vivo is that antibodies to CA125 are present in the sera

of ovarian cancer patients. Alternatively, other inhibitory factors might be

present. These explanations are supported indirectly by the slower in vitro
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kinetics observed in serum, as opposed to purified antigen.

The effects of complex formation on biodistribution of 0C125 monoclonal

antibody remain unclear. For CEA, no correlation has been found between serum

CEA levels, up to 16000 ug/1, and tumor localization of anti-CEA antibodies

(Hine et al. 1980, Goldenberg et al. 1983). CEA is heterogeneous, and the

antibodies used for localization in these studies might have a higher affinity

for tissue CEA than for serum CEA (Hine et al. 1980). However, complex

formation could decrease the amount of antibody available for tumor

localization and therefore should be evaluated when planning for diagnostic

imaging or therapeutic application of monoclonal antibodies reacting with

circulating antigen.
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Chapter 10

AN ASSAY FOR THE DETECTION OF HUMAN ANTI-MURINE IMMUNOGLOBULINS

IN THE PRESENCE OF CA125 ANTIGEN

Karan R. Moseley, M.D., R.C. Knapp, M.D. and Hidde J. Haisraa, DSc.1

J. Immunol. Methods, in press

* The study described in this chapter was performed under supervision of

Hidde J. Haisma.
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ABSTRACT

A radioimmunoassay for the detection of human immunoglobulin response is

described which is suitable for the screening of patients undergoing

immunotherapy with murine monoclonal antibodies. The use ard the sensitivity of

the assay are illustrated in the case of patients undergoing diagnostic imaging

for ovarian cancer with the monoclonal antibody, 0C125. The method offers the

distinct advantage of quantitating human anti-murine antibody in serum

containing a high concentration of antigen recognized by the injected murine

antibody. In addition, the assay may be generalized to screen patients

undergoing immunotherapy with a variety of murine or other monoclonal

antibodies.

INTRODUCTION

Assays for the detection of human antibodies against injected murine

monoclonal antibodies have been described previously. The assays include enzyme

linked iramunosorbent assays (ELISA)(Herlyn et al., 1985; Shawler et al., 1985;

Chatenoud et al., 1986; Goldstein et al., 1986; Dillman et al., 1986),

immunofluorescent assays (Chatenoud et al., 1986) and direct and indirect

immunoassays (Herlyn et al., 1985). The assays involve either coating wells or

tubes with murine antibodies and then incubating with whole sera from patients

treated with monoclonal antibodies or coating wells or tubes with whole sera

and then incubating with murine antibodies. The anti-murine antibodies in the

sera are then detected by applying anti-human or anti-mouse antibodies which

are either radiolabeled or conjugated with an enzyme or fluorochrome.

The use of whole sera in these detection assays raises the question as to

whether serum factors could exist which interfere with the detection of human

anti-murine antibodies. This question becomes important in the case of patients

with ovarian carcinoma undergoing treatment or immunoscintigraphy with the

murine monoclonal antibody 0C125. 0C125 recognizes the antigen CA125 which
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is found on tumor cell surfaces and in the blood or serum of patients in more

than 80% of the cases of nonmucinous epithelial carcinomas of the ovary (Bast

et al., 1981; Kabawat et al., 1983; Bast et al., 1983). Initial attempts to

detect the presence of human anti-murine antibodies (that is, anti-0C125) using

the existing methods of detection were not successful. This was thought to be a

result of the fact that the sera from patients with ovarian carcinoma contain

the CA125 antigen in high concentrations (0.5 to 50 ug/ml) relative to the

concentration of human anti-murine antibody and that the antigen has multiple

bindi-g sites for 0C125 (Davis et al., 1986). In a detection assay of the

nature described above, the CA125 antigen would competitively bind to the

raurine monoclonal antibody OC125 and, thereby, interfere with the detection of

human anti-0C125 antibodies.

In this paper an assay is described for the detection of human anti-murine

imrounoglobulins using protein A. Protein A, a polypeptide isolated from

Staphylococcus aureus which has a high affinity for the Fc portion of

immunoglobulins (Goding, 1978), particularly IgG and IgM, eliminates

interference from CA125 and other serum factors in quantitating human

anti-murine antibodies by extracting the immunoglobulins from serum (Figure 1).

Use of the assay is illustrated in the case of patients with ovarian carcinoma

undergoing imraunoscintigraphy using the murine monoclonal antibody OC125. The

method is rapid, sensitive and simple to perform. Furthermore, the method may

be generalized to screen patients undergoing immunotherapy with a variety of

murine or other monoclonal antibodies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

0C125 murine monoclonal antibody

OC125 (IgG) was purified from mouse ascites on a protein A-Sepharose column

(Haisma et al., 1986). F(ab')2 fragments were prepared by pepsin digestion as

described previously (Johnstone et al., 1982).

Iodination with 125I (New England Nuclear) was performed using the one

vial iodogen method (Haisma et al., 1986). For most experiments, 100 to 200 ug
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of 0C125-F(ab')2 in 0.1 M borate buffer at pH 8.2 were mixed with 1 to 2 mCi

of 125j j^ a vial previously coated with 1 ml of iodogen (50 ug/ml). After

incubation at room temperature for 10 minutes, 2 to 5 ul were removed to

determine the amount of incorporated iodine (expressed as the percent of

radioactivity precipitated by 102 trichloroacetic acid). One ml of AG1-X8 resin

(Bio Rad, Richmond, California) previously mixed with phosphate buffered saline

(PBS)Z (pH 7.2) containing 1% (w/v) human serum albumin was added to the vial

to absorb unbound iodine. The reaction mixture was then filtered through a 0.22

urn filter to remove the resin and sterilize the antibody solution. The

resulting solution was then diluted with 10% fetal calf serum in PBS to obtain

approximately 100,000 cpm per 100 ul. The specific activity was approximately 1

to 2.5 mCi/mg protein.

Production of Rabbit anti-0C125

New Zealand White rabbits were immunized with the purified OC125-F(ab')2

fragments by serial intramuscular injections of 1 rag of the antibody

preparation in 1 ml of incomplete Freunds' adjuvant. Complete Freunds1 adjuvant

was used for the initial injection. Blood samples were collected beginning

three weeks after the initial innoculation and the sera were removed and stored

at -20°C until used.

The rabbit anti-OC125 was isolated by absorption of the pooled whole sera

which had been passed through a 0.22 urn filter on a column prepared from 0C125

IgG coupled to CNBr-activated Sepharose 4B (Pharmacia). Coupling was

accomplished according to the manufacturer's instructions using 24 mg OC125 and

1.0 gram CNBr-activated Sepharose 4B. The anti-OC125 antibodies bound to the

column were eluted with 0.1 M glycine (pH 2.5) and immediately neutralized with

1.0 M Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.0). The purity of the preparation was verified by

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis using a 7.5% gel according to Laenmli

(1970). The protein content was determined by measuring absorbance at 280 nra

assuming a reading of 1.4 for a concentration of 1 mg/ml.
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,-Protein A
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Figure 1: Diagram of assay for the detection of human anti-0C125

immunoglobulins in serum containing CA125 antigen and other serum factors.

CA125 antigen and other serum factors do not bind to protein A.
125I-0C125-F(abt)2 ( A 0C125*) binds to anti-0C125 immunoglobulins ( Y ) and

not to other immunoglobulins ( V , V )•
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Patient serum samples

Serum samples were obtained from patients with ovarian carcinoma prior to

injection of 131I-0C125-F(ab')2 and at various time intervals after

injection. The sera were stored at -70°C until used. The patients evaluated

in this study received intravenous injections of the monoclonal antibody and

the doses ranged from 0.37 mg to 8.14 mg of antibody and from 0.7 mCi to 2.4

mCi of 1 3 1 I . The CA125 antigen levels ranged from 14 to 11,440 U/ml of serum.

Sera used as negative controls were obtained from patients with no known

malignancy and had normal CA125 levels defined as levels below 35 U/ml (Bast et

al., 1983).

Assay for anti-murine antibodies

Assay plates were prepared by adding 50 ul of a 0.2 rag/ml solution of

protein A (Sigma, St. Louis, M0) in PBS to each well in a 96 well remove-a-well

flat bottom tissue culture plate (Dynatech Corporation). The plates were

incubated 24 hours at 4°C and then washed three times with PBS. 200 ul of

10% fetal calf serum in PBS containing 0.1% sodium azide was added to each well

and the plates were incubated overnight at 4°C. Prior to use, the plates were

washed three times with 0.1 M Tris HC1 buffer (pH 8.0). Those plates not used

were stored at 4°C containing the solution of 10% fetal calf serum in PBS

with 0.1% sodium azide.

The level of anti-0C125 antibody was determined by adding 50 ul of each

serum sample diluted 1:500 and 1:1000 with 0.1 M Tris HC1 buffer (pH 8.0) to

each of two wells in the prepared assay plates. The wells were incubated for 2

hours at room temperature and then washed three times with 0.1 H Tris HC1

buffer (pH 8.0). 50 ul of a solution of 125I-0C125-F(ab')2 in 10% fetal

calf serum containing PBS were added to each well (approximately 100,000 cpm

per 100 ul). The wells were incubated for another 2 hours at room temperature

and then washed five times with 0.1 M Tris HC1 buffer (pH 8.0). The wells were

separated and counted in a gamma counter. A standard curve was constructed by

assaying serial dilutions of rabbit anti-0C125 added to a 1:500 and a 1:1000

dilution of normal human serum (CA125 < 35 U/ml and no history of malignancy).

In initial experiments, standard curves were also constructed by assaying

serial dilutions of the rabbit anti-0C125 antibody and a commercially available
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solution of affinity purified sheep anti-mouse IgG (Cappell) in 0.1 M Tris HC1

buffer (pH 8.0). A positive control was aliquoted from a serum sample after

initial experiments indicated a high level of anti-murine antibodies. A

negative control was aliquoted from a serum sample after initial experiments

revealed no detectable anti-murine antibody. Both of these controls were used

in subsequent assays.

RESULTS

The sensitivity of the assay was evaluated by assaying serial dilutions of

a known concentration of the purified rabbit anti-0C125. The rabbit anti-0C125

antibody was diluted with five different dilutions of normal human serum and

with 0.1 M Tris HC1 buffer (pH 8.0) alone. The results are illustrated in

Figure 2. Of the curves obtained, the 1:1000 curve most closely approximates

the curve obtained from rabbit anti-0C125 diluted in 0.1 M Tris HC1 buffer.

Rabbit anti-0C125 was detectable at levels of 0.02 ug/ml in this case. This is

in contrast to the results obtained when 1:10, 1:50, 1:100 and 1:500 dilutions

of human serum were used. The amount of binding of ^^I-0C125-F(ab')2 in

these cases was indistinguishable from background radioactivity.

The effect of high and low concentrations of CA125 antigen upon the assay

results is illustrated in Figure 3. Serial dilutions of the purified rabbit

anti-OC125 were made using 1:500 and 1:1000 dilutions of the sera of three

patients having CA125 antigen levels of 6840, 8202 and 12,630 U/ml and a

negative control with a CA125 level less than 35 U/ml and no history of

malignancy. There appears to be little difference in the amount of binding of
125I-0C125-F(ab')2 detected in the presence of low or high levels of CA125

for a given dilution. Similar results were obtained when purified CA125 was

added to serial dilutions of the rabbit anti-OC125 antibody in 0.1 M Tris HC1

buffer (pH 8.0)(data not shown).

Linear regression analysis of the linear portions of the standard curves

obtained allowed calculation of the concentration of anti-murine antibody in
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Figure 2: Assay of known concentrations of rabbit anti-0C125 antibody

in dilutions of normal human serum (CA125 level <35 U/ml and no history of

malignancy). • - rabbit anti-0C125 antibody in 0.1 M Tris HC1 buffer

only, 1:1000 dilution of normal human serum, » 1:500 dilution
of normal human serum, D • 1:100 dilution of normal human serum, • •
1:50 dilution of normal human serum, A - 1:10 dilution of normal human
serum.
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Figure 3: Effect of CA125 antigen on the assay for the detection of

human anti-0C12S immunoglobulins. Known concentrations of rabbit

anti-OC125 antibodies were added to dilutions of normal human serum (CA125

level <35 U/ral and no history of malignancy) (•) and human serum from

patients with ovarian carcinoma with CA125 antigen levels of 6840 ( O ),

8202 ( A ) and 12,630 ( O ) U/ml. A represents serum dilutions of 1:1000

and B represents serum dilutions of 1:500.
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Table I. Anti-0C125 antibody levels in patients with ovarian carcinoma

undergoing iramunoscintigraphy.

Patient

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Weeks After

Injection

16

1

54

29

8

<2

5

Anti-0C125

Antibody Level

(ug/ml)

0

0

15

19

150

0

36

Patients received a single intravenous injection of

0C125-F(ab')2. Blood specimens were collected prior to injection and at

various times after injection. No detectable levels of antl-0C125

antibodies were detected in the pre-injection serum samples.
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Table II. Anti-OC125 antibody levels in a patient who received two

intravenous injections of 131I-OC125-F(ab')2.

Patient

Weeks After

Injection

pre(first)

Anti-0C125

Antibody Level

(ug/ml)

0

<1

<2

4

7

pre(second)

4

11

14

23

0

0

0

290

64

67

78

The second injection was 11 weeks after the first injection. Blood

specimens were collected prior to each injection and at various times

after injection. No detectable levels of anti-0C125 antibodies were found

in the pre-injection serum samples.
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the serum samples obtained from patients with ovarian carcinoma undergoing

immunoscintigrapy (Tables I and II). Five patients out of a total of 8 patients

studied were found to have detectable levels of anti-0C125 antibodies. The

highest level of anti-murine antibody was 290 ug/ml and was detected in the

serum obtained from a patient approximately four weeks after the second of two

injections of 131I-OC125-F(ab')2. Detectable levels of anti-murine antibody

were also found in subsequent serum samples from this patient as shown in Table

II.

Lower levels of 15 ug/ml, 19 ug/ml, 36 ug/ml and 150 ug/ml were detected in

four patients after single injections of the radiolabeled monoclonal antibody.

These were detected in serum samples obtained from approximately 2 to 54 weeks

after a single injection of 131I-0C125-F(ab')2. Of note was the observation

that the amount of binding of ^31I-OC125-F(ab')2 detected in all of the

pre-injection serum samples was equivalent to the amount of binding detected in

the serum samples from the negative control patients (no history of malignancy

and CA125 <35 U/ml) and in the wells treated only with 0.1 M Tris HC1 buffer

(pH 8.0).

DISCUSSION

The assay described in this paper was developed in order to detect the

human anti-OC125 immunoglobulin response following injection of the murine

monoclonal antibody, OC125. The assay is important for allowing detection of

anti-0C125 antibodies in serum containing high concentrations of CA125 antigen

and differs from previously described methods of detection by eliminating

interference from CA125 antigen and other serum factors by selective extraction

of immunoglobulins from serum samples. The selective extraction is accomplished

by use of protein A, a unique polypeptide having a high affinity for the Fc

portion of IgG and IgM immunoglobulins. The method may be adapted for use with

other monoclonal antibodies and used to screen patient undergoing immunotherapy

or immunoscintigraphy.
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The levels of human anti-OC125 imraunoglobulins were calculated from

standard curves which were constructed from assays of serial dilutions of known

concentrations of purified rabbit anti-0C125 antibody in normal human serum

diluted 1:500 and 1:1000. The dilutions of normal human serum are necessary

because of the high concentrations of nonspecific IgG and IgM (approximately

8-16 mg/ml and 0.5-2 ing/ml, respectively) found in human serum (Roitt, 1980)

and the binding capacity of the quantity of protein A present in the individual

wells of the assay plates (approximately 10 ug IgG). Purified rabbit anti-OC125

antibody was chosen to standardize the assay for two reasons. First, protein A

is known to have a high selective affinity for IgG and IgM in many species,

including the human and rabbit (Goding, 1978). Second, a constant source of

human anti-0C125 antibodies in large quantity is not presently available and

the production of purified rabbit anti-OC125 closely approximates the clinical

situation encountered with the intravenous injection of "ll-0C125-F(ab')2.

The assay was used to examine serum samples from patients undergoing

immunoscintigraphy for ovarian carcinoma with 131_i_oci25-F(ab')2. The

results obtained confirm the findings of recent reports which reveal that human

anti-murine antibodies may be induced following intravenous injections of

murine monoclonal antibodies (Herlyn et al., 1985; Shawler etal., 1985;

Goldstein et al., 1986). In this study, 62% of the patients (5 of 8) had

detectable levels of anti-OC125 antibodies following intravenous injection of

131i_0C125-F(ab')2 ranging from 15 ug/ml to 290 ug/ml of serum. Four of the

patients had detectable levels following a single injection and one patient had

a detectable level only after the second of two injections. These results

compare favorably to the results of Shawler et al. (1985) who demonstrated an

immunoglobulin response ranging from 0.1 ug/ml to 1000 ug/ml of serum in five

of ten patients receiving multiple injections of the murine monoclonal antibody

T101 for treatment of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma and the results of Herlyn et

al. (1985) who demonstrated an inmunoglobulin response ranging from 2 ug/ml to

31 ug/al of serum in 21 of 42 patient? treated with a single injection of the
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monoclonal antibody 17-1A for colon carcinoma and in 20 of 22 patients treated

with multiple injections. Additional studies are underway at the present time

to evaluate the human anti-murine imnunoglobulin response in the patients with

ovarian carcinoma undergoing immunotherapy with multiple injections of the

monoclonal antibody 0C125. Attention will be given to a possible correlation of

the immunoglobulin response with the development of any toxic effects.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

Ovarian cancer is among the leading causes of cancer death in women. The

majority of the patients presents with advanced disease because the disease is

difficult to diagnose and monitor clinically. Despite aggressive combined

modality treatment, these patients can rarely be cured.

The studies described in this thesis document the potential of murine

monoclonal antibodies to specifically localize into human tumor xenografts and

into human ovarian cancer. The usefulness of monoclonal antibodies for imaging

and treatment of human ovarian cancer will be discussed.

MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES FOR APPLICATION IN MAN.

Two monoclonal antibodies, OC125 (1) and OV-TL3 (2), were used in most of

the studies described in this thesis. These antibodies are highly specific for

human epithelial ovarian cancer (2,3). Several other antibodies to human

ovarian carcinoma have been described (4-8), but 0C125 and OV-TL3 stand out

because of their specificity for these tumors and the limited reactivity with

other tissues. The antibodies react with distinct determinants on human ovarian

carcinoma cells. OC125 recognizes a molecule with an apparent molecular weight

of more than 200,000 daltons, whereas 0V-TL3 binds to molecules with apparent

molecular weights of 20,000 and 40,000 daltons. Enzymatic treatment of antigen

showed that both molecules are most likely glycoproteins. The affinity constant

for both antibodies were similar and were 0.9 x 109 for 0C125 and 1.6 x 109

for 0V-TL3. The association rate for 0V-TL3 was higher (50% binding in 30

minutes) than for 0C125 (50Z binding in 125 minutes). The dissociation rates

for OV-TL3 were lower (Tl/2 60 and 300 minutes) than for OC125. OC125 had a

dissociation rate with an Tl/2 of 125 minutes on fixed cells and an Tl/2 of 80

minutes on life cells, suggesting an active shedding or modulation process. The

binding to ovarian cancer cells of OC125 but not of 0V-TL3 could be inhibited

by serum and ascites of ovarian cancer patients. From these experiments it waa

concluded that OC125 antigen (CA125) is shed from ovarian cancer cells and is
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therefore found in the serum and ascites of ovarian cancer patients, whereas

0V-TL3 antigen is not (Chapter 3).

For iii vivo distribution studies of the antibodies we used ^ 1 labeled

F(ab')2 fragments. Previous studies have shown that these fragments clear

more rapidly from the circulation and tissues and penetrate deeper into the

tumor than IgG. They also accumulate more into tumor than Fab (9,10,11).

The antibody fragments were labeled with 1 3 1I because of the following:

1. ^31i emits beta and gamma rays. The gamma rays are useful for external

imaging to determine distribution of the radiolabel in animals and in patients.

The beta rays can potentially destroy (tumor) cells. 2. The covalent coupling

of 131j to monoclonal antibodies is simple and does not significantly alter

the antigen binding capacity of the antibody (Chapter 4). 3. Autoradiographic

data obtained from tumor localization experiments revealed that the

distribution of antibodies in tumors is heterogeneous (Chapter 6, 9). Whereas

every cell must be exposed to toxin or cheraotherapeutic drug-conjugates, " * I

labeled antibodies may be toxic to cells within several diameters of the

isotope (11).

TUMOR LOCALIZATION WITH MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES IN VIVO AND ANTIGEN ANTIBODY

INTERACTION

Nude mice injected intraperitoneally with human ovarian cancer cell line

NIH:0VCAR3 (12), developed intraperitoneal disease and ascites in 3 to 4 weeks.

Intraperitoneal disease included solid tumor implants on the mesentery. The

ascites contained free tumor cells. Studies in this nude mice system

demonstrated that the two monoclonal antibodies, OC125 and OV-TL3, specifically

localized in non-adherent ovarian cancer cells after intraperitoneal injection,

but not after intravenous injection (Chapter 6). Localization in solid tumor

deposits was poor, both after intraperitoneal and intravenous injection. The

solid implants were surrounded by stroaa and poorly vascularized. This could

explain the lower uptake of antibody in these tumors. 0V-TL3 gave better

overall tuaor localization than OC125, probably because of the large amounts
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of CA125 antigen present in the serum and ascites of the mice, which could

neutralize the antibody. Indeed, in ovarian cancer patients injected with

0C125, antibody was bound to circulating antigen in the blood and ascites

(Chapter 9). In these patients the rate of complex formation correlated with

the pre-injection antigen levels. The complex formation did not affect the

antibody clearance. For CEA it has been shown that CEA levels as high as 16

ug/ml do not to interfere with antibody localization (13). CEA is heterogeneous

and it could be that the antibody used had a higher affinity for cell bound

CEA than for serum CEA. In ovarian cancer patients CA125 levels of 33 ug/ml can

be found. The antigen has an apparent molecular weight of at least 200,000

dalton and has multiple binding sites for OC125 (14). Therefore, it is likely

that 10 mg OC125 F(ab')2 (molecular weight 100,000 dalton), injected into a

patient (which will result in a maximum serum level of approximately 2 ug/ml)

will be totally complexed with antigen, which could result in decreased uptake

of the antibody into tumor.

0V-TL3 was not available for clinical studies. Radiolabeled 0C125 was

injected intravenously or intraperitoneally into patients suspected of having

or with ovarian cancer. Imaging was performed at the time of injection and at

1-7 days after injection using a gamma camera equipped with a medium energy

collimator. Blood and urine samples were used for pharmacokinetic studies and

biopsy specimens were examined to compare expression of antigen and the uptake

of antibody. Pharmacokinetic studies showed a dramatic difference in blood

clearance between intravenous and intraperitoneal injections. After

intraperitoneal injection very little radioactivity appeared in the blood.

Maximum levels were reached after 24 hours. These levels were about 10 times

lower than the levels observed after intravenous injection of the radiolabeled

antibody. This difference in blood clearance was also observed in the animal

experiments. Urinary clearance of the radioactive iodine in patients was the

sane for intravenous and intraperitoneal injection, with 50? of the injected

dose excreted in approximately 48 hours.

Imaging of the patients after intravenous injection with "lj labeled

0C125 demonstrated tumor in four of eight patients with ovarian carcinoma, but
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not all the sites were visualized. After intraperitoneal injection we correctly

localized the tumor sites found at laparotoray in three of four patients. One

complicating factor associated with intraperitoneal administration of the

antibody is loculation of the radiolabeled antibody which occurred in one

patient. We correctly detected tumor in all patients after intraperitoneal

injection, if the one patient with loculated antibody is left out. After

intravenous injection, non-tumor localization of the tracer included the

bladder, liver and kidney. After intraperitoneal injection, only the bladder

was visualized (Chapter 8).

Other studies have also successfully imaged ovarian carcinomas after

intravenous injection of radiolabeled antibodies. An antibody HMFG-2, directed

against human milkfat globule membranes, has been labeled with *23i and used

in several studies (15-19) with about 75% sensitivity. In one study, a false

positive rate of 50% was noted and attributed to the wide reactivity of this

antibody with various tissues (19). Anti-placental alkaline phosphatase

antibodies have been used in two studies with 70% sensitivity (20,21). The

smallest tumors detected in these studies were between 2 and 3 cm. It is

difficult to compare performances obtained with different antibodies and

different patient populations. In our study, the sensitivity was less than 50%

after intravenous injection and 100% after intraperitoneal injection if the one

case with loculated antibody is excluded. We did not observe false positive

scans.

*I is not the most favorable isotope for diagnostic imaging. The beta

radiation and 8-day half-life limit it diagnostic use. The high energy gamma

rays are far from optimal for gamma camera imaging. 12^I lacks beta radiation

and has an gamma energy which is ideal for gamma camera imaging. Its use is

restricted because of the short half-life (13 hours) and limited availability.

DTPA can be used to chelate metallic cations such as Indium, Gallium and

Technetium to antibodies. The best results have been achieved using ^ I n

labeled antibodies, but high uptake of the label in the liver poses a problem

(Chapter 2, 22).

The clinical value of iamnoscintigraphy of ovarian cancer after

intravenous injection of the antibody seen limited but intraperitoneal
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injection of the antibody makes this technique more useful. Other non-invasive

detection methods like ultrasound and CT can give false negative results in the

case of peritoneal studding, isodense masses or masses adhering to colonic

structures, masses against the pelvic side wall or para aortic nodes. Fibrotic

lesions may cause false positive results. Immunoscintigraphy has tissue

specificity which is determined by the antibody and can help in distinguishing

normal tissue from tumor lesions. In this study, immunoscintigraphy was able to

discriminate between a mass of endometrial and ovarian origin where ultrasound

was not.

The uptake of the radiolabeled antibody into tumor in patients, 1 to 3 days

after intraperitoneal injection (4.8 x 10"^ % of the injected dose/g tumor

tissue), was higher than after intravenous injection (2.3 x 10~3 % of the

injected dose/g tumor tissue), but this difference was not significant

(T-test). The % uptake of the antibodies found in this study are slightly lower

than those reported by others (23,24), possibly because of the formation of

antibody-antigen complexes. The uptake of the antibody in liver and bone marrow

was higher after intravenous than after intraperitoneal injection. This

difference results in dramatic differences in radiation doses if patients are

treated with therapeutic dosages of 131I labeled 0C125 F(ab')2, see Table

1.

Serum samples from the patients injected with ^^^-I-0C125-F(ab')2 were

examined for a human inti-mouse response. 62% of the patients (5 of 8) had

detectable levels of anti-0C125 antibodies following intravenous injection of
131I-0C125-F(ab')2, ranging from 15 ug/ml to 290 ug/ml of serum. Four of

the patients had detectable levels following a single injection and one patient

had a detectable level only after the second of two injections. The antibody

response did not result in any clinical side effects. In the patient who had a

detectable level after a second injection, the antibody cleared faster from the

blood as compared with the first injection, but urinary clearance was not

increased (Chapter 7). Presumably, the antibody was bound to human antibody and

caught in the reticulo endothelial system. Interestingly, the increased blood

clearance did not lead to decreased uptake of the antibody into tumor tissue.
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Table 1. Absorbed doses (rad) for administration of 3 x 70 mCi 131I OC125

F(ab')2

Route of administration

Organ Intravenous Intraperitoneal

Tumor (Ovarian Carcinoma) 336 1176

Liver 126 42

Kidney 21 21

Red Bone Marrow 63 42

Total Body 21 21

Calculated from tissue biopsies, using the Medical Internal Radiation Dose

Committee Pamphlet No. 11 (Society of Nuclear Medicine, New York, 1975)

Other groups have demonstrated human anti-mouse responses in patients

after treatment with monoclonal antibody (25,26,27), with antibody levels

ranging from 0.1 to 1000 ug/ml. This antibody response usually results in

neutralization of the injected antibody, and sometimes anaphylactic shock. A

negative skin test or undetectable anti-mouse antibody levels prior to antibody

administration do not always predict whether or not a patient will develop

serum sickness (28). Therefore, patients should be monitored closely after

injection with monoclonal antibody.
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RADIOIMMUNOTHERAPY

To investigate the potential use of 131I labeled OC125 and 0V-TL3 for

radioimmunotherapy of ovarian cancer, the following experiment was performed.

Nude mice were injected intraperitoneally with 2 x 107 NIH:OVCAR-3 cells.

After 4 weeks, when the mice had developed ascites and had an average weight

increase of 32%, groups of 3 mice were given a single intraperitoneal injection

of 250 or 500 uCi 131I 0C125 F(ab')2 or 0V-TL3 F(ab')2. The weight of the

mice was measured to determine if the treatment had an effect on ascites

volume. Figure 1 shows that mice receiving either radiolabeled OC125 or 0V-TL3

decraased in weight, whereas untreated mice showed an increase in weight. There

was no difference between the two antibodies, nor was there a difference

between the two 131j dosages. After 14 days, the experiment was terminated

because the mice in the untreated group were dying of disease. The surviving

animals were sacrificed, and the amount of tumor in the peritoneal cavity was

determined, as well as CA125 levels in the ascites. No differences were found

between the control group and the treated groups.

Other groups have shown that 13*1 labeled antibodies can be tumoricidal

in human tumor xenograft systems. Goldenberg et al. (29) used 1JiI labeled

goat anti-CEA IgG in hamsters bearing human colonic carcinoma. At a dose of

lmCi l-̂ lj o r higher, a marked growth inhibition as well as an increase in

survival time could be achieved. Calculations indicated that the tumors

received 1325 rads. Jones et al. (30) treated nude mice bearing neuroblastoma

xenografts with "lj labeled monoclonal antibody. Tumors disappeared

temporarily. At a dose of 100 uCi ^ ^ 1 , the tumors received 500 rads.

We did not determine the uptake of the antibody in the tumors in our

experiment. If we use the data obtained in other experiments (Chapter 6) we can

estimate the dose to the tumor. This results in a dose of approximately 200-400

rads for the solid tumor implants and a dose of 8000-16000 rads and 2000-4000

rads for 0V-TL3 and 0C125 respectively for the non-adherent tumor cells.

The radiation dose to the solid tumor implants was probably insufficient to

impaire tumor growth and thereby CA125 levels.
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DAYS AFTER TREATMENT

Figure 1. Radioinmunotherapy of mice bearing NIH:0VCAR-3 xenografts.

Triangles: no treatment; closed circles: 250 uCi l 3 1I labeled OC125

F(ab')2; open circles 500 uCi 1 3 1I labeled OC125 F(ab')2; closed squares:

250 uCi *31I labeled 0V-TL3 F(ab')2; open squares 500 uCi l 3 1I labeled

0V-TL3 F(ab')2.
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Clinical trials of *31I labeled antibodies for radiotherapy in cancer

patients have shown limited success. Ettinger et al. (31) performed a phase

I-II study in 18 patients with primary hepatic cancer. The patients received

37-157 mCi l^lj labeled antibody. An objective antitumor effect was seen in 6

of 9 patients evaluable for response. Leukopenia and thrombocytopenia was seen

in half of the patients. Because the patients also received radiation therapy

and chemotherapy, therapeutic effects due to the labeled antibody are hard to

asses. Carrasquillo (32) used Fab fragments of an antibody against melanoma,

labeled with *3*I for radioiauunotherapy of melanoma in 10 patients. They

concluded that large doses of l^lj labeled antibody (342 nCi) could be given

to patients without excessive organ toxicity. Two of 3 patients evaluable for

response showed an effect due to the treatment. The dose delivered to the tumor

ranged from 3800 to 8500 rads. Toxicity was limited. No significant changes in

liver function or renal function were observed. Only patients treated with more

than 500 aCi 131I showed a drop in neutrophil and platelet counts 3 to A

weeks after treatment. Counts iaproved gradually without treatment. Larson (33)

treated melanoma patients with ^lj labeled anti-melanoma antibody. One

patient was treated with 3 separate doses of 100 mCi 131I and 50 mg antibody

at weekly intervals. The procedure was tolerated well. There was no evident

toxicity in terms of changes in hepatic or renal functions or hematopoietic

profile. The patient's subcutaneous lesions stopped growing and no new lesions

appeared until 3 months after treatment, whereas new lesions appeared every 1

to 2 weeks prior to therapy. The dose to the tumor after 100 mCi 131I was

1040 rads, to the liver 325 rads and to kidney, marrow, testes and whole body

less than 70 rads. Epenetos et al. (34,35) used 13lI labeled monoclonal

antibodies for the treatment of ovarian cancer. In an attempt to reduce

systemic exposure and to increase the tumor radiation dose, the antibodies were

administered intraperitoneally. The antibodies showed preferential localization

in tumor tissues. With Increasing doses (40-50 aCi 1 3 1 I ) , a therapeutic

benefit to patients was noted with minimal toxicity. The dose to the tumor was

between 8,000-10,500 rad and the dose to marrow, spleen, adrenals and kidney

was less than 30 rad. Mild diarrhoea for 2-3 days and mild and reveraible
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leukopenia and thrombopenia were noted. In patients with advanced disease and

ascites, palliation was achieved, in that the rate of re-accumulation of

ascites fluid was slowed down or stopped.

Several other isotopes have potential for radioinmunotherapy of cancer.

2* Bi, with its extremely high linear energy transfer of alpha emissions

(range approximately one cell diameter), might be useful in the treatment of

leukemia or minimal residual disease (36). Antibodies linked with *"Y, a pure

beta emitter, are now under investigation as therapeutic agents (37).

CONCLUSIONS.

OC125 F(ab')2 is able to specifically localize in ovarian cancer,

both in human ovarian cancer xenografts and in patients. *31I OV-TL3

F(ab')2 shows specific localization in human ovarian cancer xenografts.

Intraperitoneal injection of the antibodies seems to be better for localizing

ovarian cancer than intravenous injection. Loculation of the antibody could be

a problem associated with the intraperitoneal administration of the antibody

and should be monitored during infusion.

Circulating antigen could interfere with the localization into tumor of

OC125 but not of OU-TL3. After injection of the monoclonal antibodies,

ai.ti-mouse antibodies can develop in about half of the patients. This nay lead

to neutralization of the antibody and possibly to serum sickness. Therefore

patients should always be monitored during and shortly after injection with a

monoclonal antibody.

Immunoscintlgraphy of ovarian cancer is possible, but the technique should

always be used in conjunction with other modalities like ultrasound and CT

scan.
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Treatment of ovarian cancer with "lj labeled monoclonal antibodies has

shown some limited success. The studies described in this thesis warrant

further investigation for the usefulness of 0C125 and in particularly OV-TL3 in

the treatment of ovarian cancer. A phase I clinical trial in patients with

ovarian carcinoma with intraperitoneally administered 1^1 labeled 0C125

F(ab')2 has been initiated at the Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA,

USA.
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SUMARY

This thesis presents studies on the use of radiolabeled monoclonal

antibodies for imaging and therapy of human (ovarian) cancer.

Ovarian cancer is one of the leading causes of cancer death in women

in the western world, mostly because it is difficult to diagnose and

monitor clinically. The majority of patients present with advanced disease

and can rarely be cured.

Malignancies bear tumor associated antigens, and a number of these

antigens, which are defined by monoclonal antibodies, have been described

for human ovarian carcinoma. These monoclonal antibodies can be

radiolabeled and have potential use for detection and therapy of cancer.

In Chapter 2, a review is presented on imaging of tumors with

monoclonal antibodies. It was concluded that F(ab')2 or Fab fragments of

IgG have the best properties for imaging. 1 2 3I and Hlln are most

suitable for radiolabeling of the antibodies. The detection limit of

radioimmunoimaging is about 2 cm, but a high false positive and false

negative rate make it necessary to combine radioimmunoimaging with other

diagnostic techniques.

Chapter 3 describes two monoclonal antibodies, 0C125 and 0V-TL3, which

have high specificity for human ovarian cancer. The antigens recognized by

these antibodies were further characterized. The antigen detected by

OC125, CA125, is shed from the cell surface of ovarian carcinoma cells and

therefore found in the serum and ascites of ovarian carcinoma patients,

whereas the antigen recognized by OV-TL3 is not.

A simple and safe iodination technique for monoclonal antibodies is

described in Chapter 4. This technique proved very useful in subsequent

clinical studies.

In Chapter 5 it la demonstrated that tumor imaging can be improved by

using subtraction of a •pacific monoclonal antibody labeled with 1^1In

and a non-specific antibody labeled with 67Ga.

Chapter 6 describes the distribution of the two monoclonal antibodies
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described in Chapter 3 (OC125 and 0V-TL3) in intraperitoneally growing

human ovarian carcinoma xenografts . It was shown that both antibodies can

specifically localize into tumor tissue. The uptake of antibody was higher

in non-adherent tumor cells than in solid tumor deposits and

intraperitoneal injection of antibody gave higher antibody uptake in the

tumor than intravenous injection. 0V-TL3 seemed superior to OC125,

possibly because of the lack of circulating antigen.

In Chapter 7, a distribution study of 131I labeled 0C125 F(ab')2

in patients with gynecologic tumors is described. 0C125 was used because

of availability and approval to use this antibody in patients. Intravenous

and intraperitoneal injections were compared. "Hie antibody uptake in tumor

was not significantly different for the two routes of administration. The

uptake in bone marrow and liver was lower after intraperitoneal injection,

resulting in a lower radiation dose to these organs.

Imaging of tumors in patients after intravenous or intraperitoneal

injection of radiolabeled OC125 (Chapter 8) was better after

intraperitoneal injection. After intravenous injection tumor was detected

in 4 of 8 patients, whereas after intraperitoneal injection tumor was

detected in 3 of 4 patients. In one patient the antibody appeared to be

loculated after intraperitoneal injection.

Chapter 9 describes the interaction of OC125 antibody with circulating

antigen. Gel filtration analysis of samples from patients injected with

the radiolabeled antibody revealed antibody-antigen complexes 15 minutes

after injection. By 5 days after injection, the free form of the antibody

could not be detected in the serum. The rate of complex formation

correlated with the preinjection CA125 levels.

In Chapter 10 an assay is described which measures the human

anti-mouse antibody response. 622 of the patients had detectable antibody

levels of anti-OC125 antibodies following intravenous injection of 131I

0C125 F(ab')2, ranging from 15 ug/ml to 290 ug/ml serum. This antibody

response might limit the future use of this antibody in these patients.

The studies described in this thesis are reviewed in Chapter 11, the

general discussion. A therapy experiment In nude mice bearing human
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ovarian carcinoma xenografts is described. Mice injected with

labeled monoclonal antibodies showed an decrease in ascites formation, but

not in tumor growth.

It is concluded that further evaluation is required to establish the

role of radiolabeled monoclonal antibodies in routine diagnosis and

treatment of cancer.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt onderzoek beschreven naar het gebruik van

radioaktieve monoklonale antllichamen voor de afbeelding en voor de

therapie van (ovarium-) carcinoraen.

Bij vrouwen in de westerse wereld die aan kanker lijden, is het

ovarium carcinoora een van de belangrijkste doodsoorzaken. Dit komt

voornamelijk doordat de diagnose moeilijk te stellen is en doordat de

ziekte klinisch moeilijk te volgen is. De meeste patiënten presenteren

zich in een laat stadium en kunnen daardoor zelden worden genezen.

Tumoren dragen tumor geassocieerde antigenen en een aantal van deze

antigenen, die kunnen worden gedefinieerd door monoklonale antilichamen,

zijn beschreven voor het humane ovariumcarcinoom. Deze monoklonale

antilichamen kunnen radioaktief gemerkt worden en gebruikt worden voor de

lokalisatie en de behandeling van kanker.

Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een overzicht van het gebruik van radioaktief

gemerkte monoklonale antilichamen voor het afbeelden van tumoren. De

konklusie was dat F(ab')2 of Fab fragmenten van IgG de meest geschikte

vorm van het antilichaam zijn voor het opsporen van tumoren. " J I en

H^In zijn het meest geschikt voor het radioaktief merken van de

antilichamen. De kleinste tumoren die met deze techniek gevonden kunnen

worden zijn ongeveer 2 cm in diameter, maar er is een groot aantal

vals-positieven en vals-negatieven, waardoor het nodig is om deze techniek

te kombineren met andere diagnostische technieken.

Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft twee monoklonale antilichamen die geproduceerd

zijn door muizencellen, 0C125 en 0V-TL3, die specifiek zijn voor het

humane ovariumcarcinoom. De antigenen die door deze antilichamen worden

herkend, werden verder gekarakteriseerd. Het antigeen dat door 0C125 wordt

herkend, CA125, wordt van het celoppervlak afgescheiden en kan daarom

worden aangetroffen in de ascites en het serum van ovariumcarcinoom

patiënten, in tegenstelling tot het antigeen dat door OV-TL3 wordt

herkend.
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Een eenvoudige en veilige joderingstechniek voor monoklonale

antilichamen wordt beschreven in Hoofdstuk 4. Deze techniek werd gebruikt

in de klinische studies.

In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt aangetoond dat de afbeelding van tumoren kan

worden verbeterd door gebruik te maken van een techniek waarbij een

specifiek monoclonaal antilichaara wordt gemerkt met '•'••'•In en een

niet-specifiek antilichaam wordt gemerkt met "'Ga. De afbeeldingen van

de twee isotopen worden van elkaar afgetrokken en de resulterende plaatje

geeft de specifieke lokatie van het specifieke antilichaam.

Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft de distributie van de twee monoklonale

antilichamen die beschreven staan in Hoofdstuk 3 (0C125 en OV-TL3) in

muizen met een intraperitoneaal groeiend humaan ovariumcarcinoom. -Er werd

aangetoond dat beide antilichamen zich specifiek concentreren in tumor

weefsel. De opname van de antilichamen was hoger in de niet-adherente

tumorcellen dan in de vaste tumoren en intraperitoneale injektie van de

antilichamen resulteerde in grotere opname in de tumor dan intraveneuze

injektie. OV-TL3 gaf betere resultaten dan 0C125, mogelijk door het

ortbreken van circulerend antigeen.

In Hoofdstuk 7 wordt een distributie studie beschreven van "II

gemerkt 0C125 F(ab')2 in ovariumcarcinoom patiënten. 0C125 werd gebruikt

omdat het beschikbaar was en goedgekeurd was voor gebruik in patiënten.

Intraveneuze en intraperitoneale injekties werden vergeleken. De opname

van het antilichaam in de tumor was niet signifikant verschillend voor de

twee toedieningsmethoden. De opname van het antilichaam in beenmerg en

lever was lager na intraperitoneale injektie, waardoor ook de

stralingsdosis voor deze organen lager was.

De afbeelding van tumoren in patiënten na intraperitoneale injektie

van radioactief gemerkt 0C125 (Hoofdstuk 8) was beter dan na intraveneuze

injektie. Na intraveneuze injektie werd in 4 van de 8 patiënten een tumor

gelokaliseerd, terwijl na intraperitoneale injektie tumor werd gevonden in

3 van de k patiënten. In een patiënt leek het antilichaam na

intraperitoneale injektie gevangen door verklevingen.
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Hoofdstuk 9 beschrijft de interaktie van 0C125 antilichaam met

circulerend antigeen. Gel filtratie analyse van serum van patiënten die

waren ingespoten met het radioaktieve monoklonale antilichaam toonde aan

dat 15 minuten na injektie antilichaam-antigeen complexen reeds aanwezig

waren. Vijf dagen na injektie kon het antilichaam niet meer in de vrije

vorm in het bloed aangetoond worden. De snelheid waarmee de complexen

gevormd werden correleerde met de CA125 waarden in het bloed vóór de

injektie.

In Hoofdstuk 10 wordt een methode beschreven waarmee de humane

antilichaamrespons gemeten kan worden. In 62% van de patiënten die

ingespoten waren met l^lj 0C125 F(ab')2 werd een antilichaamrespons

gemeten die varieerde van 15 ug/ml tot 290 ug/rol serum. Deze

antilichaamrespons kan het gebruik van dit antilichaam in deze patiënten

in de toekomst bemoeilijken.

Het onderzoek dat beschreven wordt in dit proefschrift wordt besproken

in Hoofdstuk 11, de algemene discussie. Er wordt in dit Hoofdstuk ook een

therapie-experiment in naakte muizen met humane transplantaten van een

ovariumcarcinoom beschreven. Muizen die werden ingespoten met "II

gemerkte monoklonale antilichamen vertoonden een vermindering in de

vorming van ascites, maar niet een vermindering van de groei van de tumor.

Er wordt geconcludeerd dat een verdere evaluatie nodig is om de rol

van radioaktief gemerkte antilichamen voor de routinematige diagnose en

behandeling van kanker vast te stellen.
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